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Abstract 
We present a system for summarizing quantitative data in natural language, focusing on the use 
of a corpus of basketball game summaries, drawn from on-line news services, to empirically shape 
the system design and to evaluate our approach. Our initial corpus analysis revealed characteristics 
of textual summaries that challenge the capabilities of current language generation systems. In 
order to meet these challenges, we developed a revision-based model for summary generation and 
implemented it in our prototype system STREAK. A second, detailed corpus analysis was used 
to identify and encode the revision rules of the system. Finally, we carried out a quantitative 
evaluation, using several test corpora, to measure the robustness of the new revision-based model. 
Our results show that our new model improves both coverage and extensibility of the traditional 
language generation model. 
1. Introduction 
In recent years, the volume of information available on-line has grown exponen- 
tially, and further development of the information superhighway will only accelerate this 
growth. Summarization of on-line information can allow a user to manage access to 
this mass of information, determining what really needs to be seen by reading a short 
summary. While summarizing free text requires full scale, domain-independent natural 
language interpretation, and thus has remained an unresolved problem (but see [ 8,421) , 
automatically producing a natural language paragraph that summarizes a large amount of 
quantitative data is possible today. In fact, in a recent round-table on technology transfer 
[ 561, several participants singled out this particular task as the most promising industrial 
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application of natural language generation. Meteorological measurements, stock market 
indexes, financial audit data, computer surveillance trails, labor and census statistics, 
sports statistics and hospital patient histories are but a few examples illustrating the per- 
vasiveness of on-line data that is easily exploited when summarized by a short natural 
language text. Indeed. one of the few language generation systems currently in daily 
use. ’ produces bilingual weather forecasts for the Canadian weather service. ’ 
In this paper, we present a system for summarizing quantitative data in natural lan- 
gllagf2. focusing on how wc used a corpus of basketball game summaries, drawn from 
on-line news services, to empirically shape the system design and to evaluate our ap- 
proach. Our initial study of this newswire summary corpus revealed characteristics of 
summary texts that are not handled by existing generation systems: 
Senfetzce cowzp/&~~ Sentences are quite complex ranging from 23 to 46 words in 
length. typically conveying from 4 to 12 simple facts in a single sentence. 
Floatirzg concepts: While some concepts consistently appear injxed locations across 
reports, others$uat, appearing potentially anywhere in the report structure. Floating 
concepts appear to be nppor~~4nish7/~~ realized where the form of the surrounding 
text allows. 
Puruphrasing power: Since concisely conveying floating facts requires opportunisti- 
cally adding them where the surrounding text allows, a single fact type is typically 
expressed by a wide variety of linguistic forms, each suitable in different textual 
contexts. 
Historical buckgruund: Summaries contain background facts, to illustrate how new 
reported facts relate to previous events. thus highlighting their significance. 
Conciseness: Summaries must convey as much information as possible in limited 
space and to do so. facts arc concisely expressed by small phrases, sometimes even 
a single word, woven into the remainder of the report. 
An example news summary illustrating each of these issues is given in Fig. I. We 
present a system STREAK. which embodies a new generation model in order to produce 
summaries with these specitic characteristics. STREAK relies heavily on revision, using 
a first pass to build a draft containing only the essential new facts to report, while a 
second pass incrementally revises this draft to ol-‘l’ortutzistical/~ add as many background 
and secondary facts as can fit within the space limit. This mode1 requires a new type 
of linguistic knowledge: revision rules. which specify the various ways a draft can be 
modified in order to concisely accommodate a new piece of information. One main 
result of our work is an extensive set of such revision rules, empirically derived from 
a corpus analysis of human-written sports summaries, and the implementation of these 
rules in STREAK to incrementally generate complex sentences summarizing a basketball 
game. 
In addition to providing the driving goals of our work and yielding the actual revision 
rules on which the system is based, corpus-based analysis also allowed us to carry out a 
quantitative evaluation of the new generation model. Evaluation in the generation field is 
’ The system FOG 13 I. 
‘Another system deployed as II real-world application is PLANDOC [28,X3]. which produces automated 
documentation for managers about the choices of telephone network planning engineers. 
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rare (but see [ 26,291) because it seems to require decisions about the quality of system 
output. These decisions are highly subjective, require human involvement, and are the 
object of ongoing study in fields in the humanities. Our approach, however, allows us to 
avoid this subjective evaluation. Corpus data allows us to better circumscribe the goal 
of the generation system: it is to produce texts that match the texts from the corpus 
as closely as possible. Such a view focuses on the objective task of observing what 
human writers produce and avoids the more subjective task of speculating about why 
they do so and when that text is good. A corpus-based approach thus shifts the task of 
evaluation from defining what constitutes a “good” text to assessing how representative 
system output is, or can be, of the textual corpus that is used as a model. Ultimately, we 
feel that, as AI researchers, it is not our responsibility to judge whether news summaries 
produced by professional news writers are as “good” as they can be; our goal is to 
develop a system that can duplicate as closely as possible what these news writers do. 
We carried out a quantitative evaluation that measures the robustness of the new 
generation model based on the new linguistic knowledge structures (revision rules) on 
which this model relies. The initial corpus from which the linguistic knowledge structures 
were acquired covered a season of basketball reporting. To assess their robustness we 
used two subsequent years of basketball reporting as test corpora. We comparatively 
evaluated two aspects of robustness against the traditional generation model: coverage 
and extensibility. The metrics we defined for coverage answered the question: with 
the knowledge structures acquired by analyzing a one-year sample of the sublanguage, 
how many sentences from a different one-year sample could be generated? In contrast, 
the extensibility metrics answered the question: given a generator based on a one-year 
sample, how many new knowledge structures are needed, in order to fully cover an 
additional year? The results of this evaluation show that our new generation model 
dramatically pushes back the coverage limit of the sublanguage studied. It also, though 
less spectacularly, improves extensibility. 
Our work conclusively shows how corpus data can be used to advantage in all aspects 
of generation system development, from identifying the challenging issues, to defining 
a new model addressing these issues, acquiring the new knowledge structures needed 
by this new model, and finally, quantitatively evaluating multiple aspects of the work, 
including the overall model and the various knowledge structures. It also shows that 
the benefits of an empirical approach based on systematic corpus data are not limited, 
as often perceived, to the development of natural language systems relying on statistics 
and shallow approximations, but also extend to the development of natural language 
systems relying on deep, semantic knowledge. Our work fills a gap by providing a 
methodology for evaluation in language generation that avoids subjective judgments. 
The system we develop is capable of generating the complex sentences needed for 
concise summarization, including historical and floating facts and thus, significantly 
advances the state of language generation. 
In this paper, we first present our new revision-based model for summary generation, 
describing the corpus analyses that led to it, then we move to the evaluation of our 
approach. We focus on two aspects of our research which is presented in full detail 
in [46] : ( 1) its empirical flavor and (2) the quantitative evaluation of same-domain 
robustness. Other aspects of the work are discussed in other publications. For example, 
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see 144 J for details on the novel approach to sentence planning (and in particular its 
motivation and comparison with previous approaches), [45] for an overview of the full 
project. See also [47] for a quantitative evaluation of cross-domain portability of the 
revision rules underlying our new generation model. It shows that at least 56 out of 
the 85 branches ( 66% ) in the class hierarchy of revision rules that we abstracted from 
the basketball corpus are also used in stock market reports. Given the distance between 
this financial domain and sports reports, these results suggest that the model could be 
successfully reused in other quantitative domains as well. ’ 
2. A new revision-based model for summary generation 
Our initial corpus analysis revealed characteristics of textgal summaries that differ 
from other texts, indicating that summary generation is a different task than language 
generation in general. Naturally, most previous systems are not capable of meeting the 
challenges summary generation raises, because they were not designed with summaries 
in mind. The need to pack in as much information as possible into a small space 
motivates the need for a new generation model using revision so that information can 
be incrementally added using small, concise phrases as the developing text allows. 
In this section, we describe two separate analyses we carried out on our corpus. In the 
first. we characterize the nature of summaries, identifying the demands they placed on 
language generation systems. We show how this motivates a revision-based approach. 
We then present a second, detailed analysis of our corpus and the revision rules it 
uncovered. Finally, we show how this work has been implemented in our prototype 
system STREAK. 
2.1. Motivation: .specijc sumt~zari;atiorr issue.5 
Our initial analysis used an 828.362-word corpus comprising a whole season of 
basketball reports taken from the UPI newswire. The first paragraphs of one such report 
are shown in Fig. 1. In each of these reports, the lead sentence summarizes the rest of the 
report, as most news articles follow an inverted pyramid structure [ 14,371, where the 
most important information is presented first and details only later. We used frequency 
counts of the content classes and syntactic forms occurring in the corpus, to identify the 
important characteristics of summaries. Here, we define and exemplify the five summary 
characteristics that we introduced earlier. 
2.1. I. Floating concepts 
While some concepts consistently appear in $xed locations across reports (e.g., the 
final score of a ballgame is always conveyed in the second half of the lead sentence), 
others float, appearing potentially anywhere in the report structure. Consider, for exam- 
3 Due to lack of space, we cannot discuss the methodology and detailed results of this third evaluation in 
the present paper. 
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Sacramento, CA - Michael Adams scored a career-high 44 points Wednesday night, 
including seven 3-point baskets, to help the short-handed Denver Nuggets end a five- 
game losing streak with a 128-l 12 victory over the Sacramento Kings. 
Adams, who was drafted and then discarded by the Kings four seasons ago, made 
17 of 26 field goals, including seven of 11 3-point attempts, and hit three of four free 
throws to break his previous career high of 35 points. 
The Nuggets, who had only eight players available for the game, improved to 2-12 on 
the road and 6-20 overall. 
Rookie guard Travis Mays, playing his second game after missing 11 with back 
spasms, scored a season-high 36 points for the Kings, losers of four in a row. 
Fig. 1. A human-written newswire summary. 
Sacramento, CA - Michael Adams scored 44 points Wednesday night, including seven 
3-point baskets, to help the short-handed Denver Nuggets to a 128-112 victory over the 
Sacramento Kings. 
Adams made 17 of 26 field goals, including seven of 11 3-point attempts, and hit three 
of four free throws. The Nuggets had only eight players available for the game. Guard 
Travis Mays scored 36 points for the Kings. 
Fig. 2. The report of Fig. 1 stripped of its historical information. 
Fl = scoring( (michael, adams) ,441 
F2 = new-high(Fl,lifetime((michael,adams))) 
F3 = scoring((michael,adams),(7,3-pointer)) 
F4 = miss-players(denver,nuggets) 
F5 = team((michael,adams),(sacramento,kings)) 
F6 = beat((denver,nuggets),(sacramento,kings)) 
F7 = streak_end(F6,(denver,nuggets),5,loss) 
F8 = score(128,112) 
F9 = time(wednesday,night) 
Fig. 3. The facts in the lead sentence of the report in Fig. 1 
Sacramento, CA - Michael Adams scored 44 points. This scoring performance was the 
best of his entire career. It included seven 3-point baskets. Michael Adams plays for 
the Denver Nuggets. This team was missing many players for the game. But with the 
performance of Michael Adams, Denver managed to defeat the Sacramento Kings. The 
Nuggets had lost five consecutive times before this game. The final score was 128112. 
The game was played Wednesday night. 
Fig. 4. Paragraph made of simple sentences, paraphrasing the complex lead sentence of Fig. 1 
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ple, the two instances of the streak concept’ in Fig. I. One instance (boldfaced on 
lines 2 and 3), concerning the Nuggets, is conveyed in the lead sentence. But the other, 
concerning the Kings, is the very last fact conveyed in the report. Floating concepts thus 
appear to be opportunisticdly realized where the form of the surrounding text allows. 
Consider the Kings’ losing streak in Fig. 1. Instead of the closing sentence, it could have 
been attached alternatively to either the lead sentence or the second sentence, since both 
of them also contain a reference (underlined) to the Kings. The particular choice of 
the closing sentence seems to bc motivated by stylistic linguistic form factors: the lead 
sentence is already complex enough and the reference to the Kings’ in the second sen- 
tence is too deeply embedded to be the object of an apposition. Similar considerations 
probably explain the choice of a separate sentence, the third in the report, as opposed 
to attachment to the lead, for the remaining facts concerning the Nuggets. 
The flexibility with which floating facts can be conveyed is an asset for a summariza- 
tion application: among the various forms and locations possible for their inclusion in 
the report. the most concise one can be chosen. However, for a generator, this flexibility 
represents a difficulty: it requires searching a much larger space of expressive options. 
The basic idea underlying the draft and revision approach presented here is to use the 
inherent rigidity of the fixed facts as constraints to reduce the search space of options 
for the expression of the floating ones. 
Z. 1.2. Historical hckgrourd 
Although optional in any given sentence. tloating concepts cannot be ignored: in the 
corpus WC analyzed, they account for over 40%~ of total lead sentence content. But what 
makes tloating concepts even more crucial than their pervasiveness is that they cover 
entire content types. One such type is historical information, which we defined as past 
facts related to the new reported ones to explain their relevance. The importance of 
such background facts is illustrated in Fig. I, where they are boldfaced. Omitting them 
would result in a much impoverished report as shown in Fig. 2, where the same report 
has been stripped from these historical facts. In the corpus we analyzed, 65% of the 
lead sentences contained some historical fact. Yet, previous summary report generation 
systems were not capable of including such background information in their reports due 
to its floating nature. Conveying such facts requires a generator to access an historical 
database to supplement the table of new statistics it receives as input. But it allows the 
generator to corrbe.xtuali~e its input data in addition to .rummarizing it. Readers do not 
merely want to know what happened but also why it is interesting enough to be included 
in a summary. 
A generator can perform two different types 01’ summarization: concepul summu- 
ri:ution. which involves selecting the essential facts, and lingkstic summarization, which 
involves expressing the selected facts in compact linguistic form. Considering the histor- 
ical background dramatically increases the number of candidate facts to include in the 
report and thus emphasizes the need for linguistic summarization. When limited space 
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is available, background facts cannot be conveyed by separate sentences. Instead, as in 
Fig. 1, they can be concisely expressed by small phrases, sometimes a single word (e.g., 
rookie in front of the last sentence), woven into the expression of the new facts which 
provide the report structure backbone. This is always possible, since an historical fact 
is relevant only if it is related to some new fact to report. Previous report generators 
focused on performing conceptual summarization and/or on a form of linguistic sum- 
marization limited to clause combining and anaphora. They therefore failed to exploit 
the full potential for conciseness lying inside each clause. 
2. I .3. Sentence complexity 
One major strategy to achieve conciseness is to use complex sentences. This is why 
sentences in newswire reports tend to be very long. Lead sentences, which themselves 
summarize the rest of the report by packing together all the crucial facts, are particularly 
long. For example, in Fig. 1 the lead sentence alone conveys nine facts. A simple logical 
form representing these facts is given in Fig. 3. 
The compactness of complex sentences is illustrated in Fig. 4. It contains a multi- 
sentence paragraph that paraphrases the single lead sentence of the report of Fig. 1. In 
this paragraph, each of the nine facts packed inside this lead sentence is conveyed by 
an independent, simple sentence. This report is an example of what a system perform- 
ing only conceptual summarization and a form of linguistic summarization limited to 
anaphora can generate. In number of words, it is over twice the length (76 vs. 34) of 
the synonymous complex sentence. Complex sentences are concise because, by grouping 
together several facts, they can factor out their common content units. For example, there 
are five occurrences of the unit (michael, adams) in the nine facts of Fig. 3. Grouping 
these nine facts in the complex lead of Fig. 1 allows collapsing these five occurrences 
into a single referring NP 
The table in Fig. 5 contrasts the complexity of two previous report generators,’ 
GOSSIP [4] and ANA [ 261, with the complexity of the lead sentences in the corpus 
we analyzed. Its rows indicate the number of facts, represented in logical form as in 
Fig. 3, parse tree depth and number of words6 of a sentence. For GOSSIP and ANA, 
these numbers are based on the few example reports provided in publications about 
these systems. 7 
This table points out a complexity gap between sentences generated by these systems 
and the ones observed in human-written newswire summaries. One reason why these two 
systems could produce good reports in their respective domains with simpler sentences 
is that they excluded references to historical facts from their target sublanguage. 
Other systems that generate reports can avoid generating very complex sentences 
since they are under no pressure to be concise. Two such systems, Danlos’ generator 
[6] and PAULINE [ 191, generate sentences of a complexity comparable to those of 
ANA, which constitutes an upper bound for previous work. However, the need to be 
5 Cf. Section 4.1 for more on these two systems. 
h Counting both open-class words (e.g., verbs, nouns) and closed-class words (e.g., pronouns, articles). 
’ Though by no mean a rigorous, systematic comparison, it nonetheless gives an estimate that is fair enough 
for the point we make here. 
Factual density 
Syntactic depth 
Lexical length 
Previous systems Human-written 
GOSSIP ANA lead sentences 
max max min max 
5 4 4 12 
5 6 4 IO 
17 34 23 46 
Pig 3. Senrencc cotnplexily comparison. 
concise while also conveying historical background requires generating more complex 
sentences. But planning the content of a single sentence of such complexity becomes 
even more difficult than planning the content of an entire paragraph made of simple 
sentences. This is illustrated by the paragraph in Fig. 4, which conveys the same facts 
as the lead sentence in Fig. I. 
Though complex sentences allow concise expression of multiple facts and are thus 
very informative. beyond a certain point they can also become unreadable. A summary 
report generator thus needs to carefully monitor sentence complexity to stay within a 
readability threshold. However, readability can only be defined in terms of linguistic 
form factors such as number of words or depth of embedding. Planning a maximally 
complex sentence such as those observed in newswire summaries can only be done 
under linguistic form constraints. The standard content planning techniques devised for 
paragraphs such as textual schemas [ 3 I] and rhetorical structure theory [ 201 cannot be 
used for the complex sentences of summaries. precisely because they operate purely at 
the conceptual level. 
Conveying floating facts concisely requires attaching them opportunistically where the 
surrounding text allows. These facts thus need to be expressible by a wide variety of 
syntactic constructs, each suitable to a particular textual context. Even in a fixed context, 
linguistic form variation is also needed: one of the surest ways for a generation system 
to betray its artificial nature is to always produce the same linguistic form when given 
the same type of input information. 
Paraphrasing power is illustrated, for example, in the report of Fig. 1 where the same 
streak concept is expressed by a verb phrase in the lead sentence (boldfaced on lines 2 
and 3 ) and by an NP in the closing one (the very last constituent of the report). In our 
corpus, over 60 different syntactic constructs were used to express this streak concept. 
21.6. Granularity 
A crucial feature of a generator is the granularity at which it translates its conceptual 
input into a linguistic output. The coarse end of the granularity range includes generators 
that rely on a phrasal lexicon, where entries are entire phrases, each simultaneously 
expressing several content units. The sentences generated by such systems are thus 
macrocoded from two to four phrasal entries. At the other end of this range are generators 
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that rely on a word-based lexicon, where entries consists of individual words.* The 
sentences generated by such systems are thus microcoded from words conveying only 
one or two content units. 
GOSSIP and ANA (cf. Fig. 5) illustrate these two extremes. While both generate 
summaries, the former is representative of the class of microcoded generators that also 
includes FOG [3], LFS [22], KAMP [2], KALIPSOS [39], FN [43], EPICURE [5], 
SPOKESMAN [38], IGEN [51], COMET [35], ADVISORII [lo] and PLANDOC [28], 
while the latter is representative of the class of macrocoded generators that also includes 
Danlos’ generator [ 61, PHRED [ 231, PAULINE [ 191, SEMTEX [ 491 and WEIVER [ 211. 
The fact that ANA generates more complex sentences than GOSSIP generalizes to the 
respective classes of generators to which they belong. Thus, existing generators either 
microcode simpler sentences or macrocode more complex sentences. But for producing 
the summary sentences of our corpus, we must generate even more complex sentences 
while at the same time microcode them. Microcoding is more compositional and hence 
makes it easy to scale up paraphrasing power with a few additional single-word entries. 
To attain similar paraphrasing power with macrocoding, a combinatorially explosive 
number of phrasal entries needs to be added to the lexicon. However, microcoding a 
very complex sentence requires exploring a much vaster search space. This is another 
motivation for the draft and revision model used here. It decomposes this overall search 
into an initial draft phase followed by a set of incremental revision steps. 
2.2. Approach: draft and revision 
In the traditional sentence generation model (see Fig. 6) a content selection com- 
ponent interfaces the linguistic generation components with the underlying application 
program and produces a specification of the content to convey. 9 In the case of sum- 
mary report generation from quantitative data, the content selector identifies interesting 
data from tables of numbers and reformats them as conceptual structures suitable for 
linguistic generation, For other applications, the content selector may query a database, 
an expert system trace, or an interlingua representation of a text to translate. 
The resulting content specification is passed to a lexicalization component. This com- 
ponent maps the content specification into the linguistic specification of a sentence 
expressing this content. It chooses the basic syntactic structure of the sentence as well 
as its open-class lexical items. This linguistic specification is then passed to a syntactic 
grammar that enforces syntactic rules such as number agreement, chooses closed-class 
words, inflects open-class words and linearizes the syntactic structure into a natural 
language string. 
* Or short multi-word collocations containing only a single open-class word; for example to make up with 
(where the verb to make is the only open-class item) would be a single entry, while to make a mistake would 
need to be built from the two entries to make and mistake. 
9 In a multi-sentential generation system, a discourse planning component organizes the content to convey 
into sentence-sized chunks and chooses connectives to link the sentences into a coherent text. The content 
specification of each sentence is then passed to the linguistic generator. In existing systems, content selection 
and discourse planning are often simultaneously carried out by a single component which is often termed the 
content planner (or deep generator). 
Full Content Specification 
h 
Linguistic Specification 
Conceptual 
Summarization 
Linguistic 
Summarization 
Fig. 6. The traditional one-pass macrocoded model for summary generation 
J 
Obligatory Content Specification 1 I 
J 
Supplementary Content Specification 
r-__u_1<+- Draft Lingustlc Speclficatlon 
Conceptual 
Summarization 
Linguistic 
Summarization 
Fig. 7. Our new revision-based microcoded model for summary generation 
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Constraints on lexical and syntactic choice are bidirectional [ 10,321; in some sit- 
uations, the choice of a word will determine the elements of the sentence syntactic 
structure, while in other cases, choice of syntactic structure limits the words that can be 
used. In addition, there are also constraints between words themselves [ 52,531. When 
generating a simple sentence conveying only fixed facts and for which only a few para- 
phrases exist, lexicalization can be performed in a single pass, following a top-down 
recursive algorithm driven by verbal argument structures. At each recursive step, there 
are only a few candidates and constraints to consider, and without space limitations, 
the more problematic floating facts can always be conveyed in a subsequent separate 
sentence. 
This is no longer the case for generating the complex lead sentences of summaries 
that concisely pack in essential fixed facts and related background facts, and for which 
there are very many alternative paraphrases. For such sentences, the number of possible 
interactions among various constraints and choices grows exponentially, making the 
overall task extremely difficult. Furthermore, the complex sentences and complex NPs 
of summaries lack overriding lexical constraints such as verbal argument structure to 
drive the building of their top-level structure. Their content appears primarily as optional 
modifiers which can occur in various syntactic locations and categories, each subtly 
constraining the surrounding constituents. 
Complex sentences are thus easier to generate in two passes. The first pass generates 
a simpler sentence containing only the fixed facts. This simpler sentence serves as draft 
material for the second pass, in which floating facts are considered in turn by order of 
importance. These floating facts are then opportunistically woven into the draft through 
incremental revisions. Where, how and even whether a floating fact is incorporated is 
constrained by the linguistic form of the draft. 
This new generation model, shown in Fig. 7, differs from the traditional model of 
Fig. 6 by four essential properties: 
(i) It allows content determination to be constrained by linguistic form, while in pre- 
vious systems content determination is handled by purely conceptual processes. 
While previous approaches have advocated backtracking across linguistic and 
conceptual components when a content decision is affected by available word- 
ing, here interactions between rhetorical and lexical constraints are handled by 
the reviser. 
(ii) It decomposes the content to convey into an obligatory part (the fixed facts) 
and a supplementary part (the floating facts), handling the former prescriptively 
and the latter opportunistically. 
(iii) It decomposes building the linguistic specification into several incremental steps, 
each one incorporating a supplementary content unit. 
(iv) It decomposes building the initial linguistic draft into two distinct processes: ( 1) 
phrase planning, where content units are organized inside the sentence structure, 
and (2) lexicalization, where individual words are chosen for each element in 
that structure. 
The first and second properties mean that the linguistic generator itself (instead of the 
content selector) has the final say about what supplementary content to actually include 
in the sentence, allowing linguistic factors to influence content determination. This is 
essential for packing as many facts as possible in complex sentences while ensuring 
that they remain readable. The third property increases modularity by lexicalizing the 
simpler fixed content units first so that each of the more problematic floating units 
can be considered at a distinct revision increment. Modularity is also enhanced by 
the fourth property. which separates the content organization (syntagmatic) and the 
linguistic realization (paradigmatic) aspects of lexicalization that the traditional model 
integrates into a single process. 
A revision-based generator needs a new type of knowledge: revision rules. spec- 
ifying how to modify a given draft to incorporate a specific new piece of content. 
Our initial study revealed that new content is folded into a draft based on both the 
form of the surrounding text as well as the type of information to be added. Thus, 
revision rules must represent semantic. syntactic and lexical constraints that determine 
when a new piece of content can be added, any restrictions on how the new informa- 
tion will be realized (e.g.. words or syntactic form ), and how it affects the original 
draft. 
We carried out a second, more detailed corpus analysis in order to acquire these rules. 
Since we needed to identify semantic constraints, a totally automated statistical analysis, 
which typically uses and produces shallow syntactic or lexical information, was not 
possible. Given the need for a manual analysis. this meant that the original corpus of 
over 828,362 words, had to be restricted in scope. We first limited the corpus to contain 
only lead sentences. which serve as summaries of the remainder of the report. We then 
further restricted the study to those lead sentences. that contained only the most frequent 
types of facts. namely, the following four: 
l Game result (including the linal score) ( q.. Utah beat Miami 105-95) which was 
present in every lead. 
l Final game statistics (e.g., Stockton finished rz.ith 2/ ussists) at least one of which 
was present in every lead and which together with game result constituted the only 
type of new* information in 65% of the leads. 
l Streaks of similar game results (e.g., Utuh beut Miami for their fourth straight 
win). 
l Record performances ( e.g., Stockton jinished rvith a season-high 27 points) which 
constituted together with streaks the only type of background information in 62%~ 
of leads. 
Sentences containing facts that occurred with low frequency, such as individual actions 
(e.g., Pippen sunk trrlo,free throws with 16 seconds remaining) or non-statistical back- 
ground information (e.g.. Pippen, who had p&icly expressed his desire to be traded 
earlier this w-eek), were thus excluded to yield a subcorpus of about 300 lead sentences 
for our in-depth analysis. 
2.3. I. Methodolog> 
Our in-depth analysis consisted of several stages. We first represented the domain 
information, semantic roles, and syntactic form of each phrase in the corpus, yielding 
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classes of phrases with the same basic realization pattern. Next we paired realization 
patterns which differed only by one content type (i.e., one of the patterns contained an 
additional piece of information). From these surface decrement pairs we identified the 
basic features of the revision rules. This analysis, only briefly sketched in what follows, 
is presented in detail in [ 481. 
Realization patterns. Realization patterns capture the mapping from concept combina- 
tions to linguistic structures by factoring out lexical material and syntactic details. A 
single pattern represents a class of phrases that convey the same concepts with the 
same high-level syntactic structure. Three examples of realization patterns, represented 
as tables, are shown in Fig. 8. Each column corresponds to a syntactic constituent and 
each row provides information about this constituent: (1) semantic content, (2) gram- 
matical function and (3-4) syntactic category. lo Below each pattern, two corpus phrase 
examples are given. The first pattern shows how a game result can be realized. Here, 
the winner is realized as the sentence agent with a proper noun, the game result as the 
head of the range role, ii while the score is a modifier of the head noun and the loser 
appears in a PP following the head noun. The main verb, or action, of the sentence 
does not correspond to any element of the domain content. It is a support verb [ 161 
since it does not carry meaning by itself, but primarily serves to support one of its 
meaning bearing arguments. Note that there are one-to-many mappings from concept 
combinations to realization patterns. Thus, examples Rt and Ri illustrate two different 
realization patterns expressing the game result plus a streak of victories. ‘* 
Sutiace decrement pairs. To discover how complex clauses can be derived from basic 
ones through incremental revision, we compared each complex realization pattern with 
the simpler patterns corresponding to concept combinations with one less floating con- 
cept. Among these simpler patterns, the pattern that is structurally closest to the complex 
pattern was then singled out as the su$ace decrement. The simplest relation between a 
pattern and its decrement is inclusion. For example, surface decrement RA of Ri consists 
of the first four columns of R: (see Fig. 8). However, the overlap between a realization 
pattern and its decrement is sometimes only partial. For example, no column in pattern 
Rt of Fig. 8 corresponds to the second column of its decrement Rk. 
These surface decrement pairs provide the basis for the revision rules. They encode 
the semantic, syntactic and lexical characteristics of both the original phrase and the 
complex phrase that results when one additional piece of content is added in. 
Realization patterns RL and Ri of Fig. 8 are one example of a surface decrement 
pair. Here streak information (a streak of wins) is added by replacing the support verb 
with verb and roles expressing the streak and moving the range of the original pattern 
to appear as instrument of the new pattern, realizing it as a PP. This revision rule is 
termed adjunctization and is shown in Fig. 11. 
I(’ The particular functions and categories are. based on [ 12.17.4 I 1. 
” Often called theme or goal in other semantic theories. 
” The superscript in the names of the patterns indicate the number of concepts they realize, while the subscript 
is an arbitrary letter used to distinguish among different patterns realizing the same concept combination. 
iax .I. R&m. R Mi,K~o~,11/Art~~(.itll Irrtell,,~erw X5 (I 9’16) 13.5-l 7Y 
Pattern RI, for single concept (game-resultt winner,locer.scclre)). a decrement of Ri 
winner score game-result loser 
agent action range 
propet support vcrh NP 
dct j number noun PP 
Chicago claimed a 118.94 victory over New Jersey 
Orlando recorded :I 101-95 triumph against New York 
KealiLation pattern Ri for the concept pair: 
(game-result( winner,loser,score j. streakWnner,aspect.result-type,length)) 
winner aspect I I type 1 streak 1 length 1 1 1 score ( game-result ( loser 
agent I I action affected/located I I location1 instrument I 
propel 1 verb 1 NP 1 PP / PP I 
det classitier noun prep NP 
det number noun PP 
Utah extended its win streak to 6 games with 3 99-84 triumph over Denver 
Boston stretching its winning spree to 9 outings with a I 18-94 rout of Utah 
Alternatibc realization pattern Ki for the same concept pan 
(game-rest&( winner.loser,score 1, streak(winner,aspect,result-type,length)) 
RI, decrement pattern of KS 
winner game-result loser bcorc length streak + aspect type I 
agent action affected score result 
1 proper 1 verb ) proper ) number 1 PP I 
Chicago beat 
New York defeated 
prep NP 
det ordinal ad; noun 
Phoenix Y9-9 I for its 3rd straight win 
Seattle IO I-9 I for its 4th consecutive victory 
Fig. 8. Realization pattcm examples. ( ” We analyze clauses of streak extensions as locative metaphors. where 
the streak’s length is the location up to where the streak has been newly extended.) 
Partidly autmzating the ann1~si.s. We developed a tool, CREP, t’ that allowed for par- 
tially automating the identification of realization patterns, and thus indirectly of the 
revision rules to derive complex patterns from basic ones. The basic idea behind CREP 
is to approximate realization patterns by regular expressions of words and parts-of-speech 
” CREP was implemented and to large extent also designed by Duford 17 I. It was implemented on top of 
the FI.EX. 
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exp 1 ; exp2 specifies simple co-occurrence of subexpressions expl and exp2 
expl . exp2 constrains expl to appear before exp2 
expl N- exp2 constrains expl to appear at least N words before exp2 
expl N+ exp2 constrains expl to appear at most N words before exp2 
exp 1 N= exp2 constrains exp 1 to appear exactly N words before exp2 
exp 1 ( exp2 specifies the occurrence of either expl or exp2 
exp0 ? specifies the optional presence of exp0 
@beg is a keyword indicating beginning of sentence 
@end is a keyword indicating end of sentence 
So for example, if VBD, NN and IN are the parts-of-speech tags for past verb, singular 
noun and preposition (respectively), and the subexpressions TEAM and SCORE match the 
team names and possible final scores (respectively) in the sport league covered by the 
corpus reports, then the CREP expression Ct below approximates the realization pattern 
Rf, shown in Fig. 8: 
TEAM 0= (claimedlrecorded)@VBD l- 
SCORE 0= (victoryItriumph)ONN 0= 
(over I against) @IN 0= TEAM 
Fig. 9. CREP operators 
tags (POS tags). In a CFCEP expression, a terminal is either a WORD@ POS-TAG pair 
(where either the word or the POS tag can be omitted). The operators are shown in 
Fig. 9, together with an example expression. I4 Once each realization pattern has been 
approximated by a CREP expression, this expression can then be run on the corpus to 
automatically retrieve all the sentences that match the pattern. 
Because a realization pattern abstracts away from lexical items to capture the mapping 
from a concept combination to a high-level syntactic structure, approximating such a 
pattern by a regular expression of words and POS tags involves encoding each concept 
in the top row of the pattern by the disjunction of its alternative lexicalizations. There 
are therefore two sources of inaccuracy for such an approximation: (1) lexical ambi- 
guity, resulting in false positives by over-generalization and (2) incomplete vocabulary, 
resulting in false negatives by over-specializatioti. Lexical ambiguities can be alleviated 
by writing more context-sensitive expressions, while the vocabulary can be acquired 
through additional exploratory CFCEP runs with expressions containing wild-cards for 
some concept slots. t5 Although automated corpus search using CREP expressions con- 
siderably speeds-up corpus analysis, manual intervention remains necessary to bootstrap 
the process with an initial core vocabulary and to validate the final CREP expressions. 
I4 This example expression can be glossed as: a basketball team name immediately followed by the verb “to 
claim” (or “to record”) at the past tense, followed by at least one word before a basketball game score line 
immediately followed by the noun “victory” (or “triumph”) immediately followed by the preposition “over” 
(or “against”) immediately followed by another basketball team name. Many synonyms of “victory” and their 
corresponding support verbs are missing from this simplified expression. 
I5 A method described as “trapping” in [ 71. 
The original corpus analysis of the revision rules was done mostly by hand but CREP 
was used systematically during the evaluation described in Section 3. In addition to 
revision rules, phrase planning and lexicalization rules were also acquired during the 
corpus analysis. Phrase planning rules were derived from the basic realization patterns 
that formed the starting point of the incremental pairwise analysis. Lexicalizations were 
derived both from these basic patterns and from a systematic corpus search for synonyms 
using CREP expressions with wild-cards. 
23.2. Atzalysis results 
Classiljiing the structural differences between surface decrement pairs resulted in a 
hierarchy of revision rules. ” The top of this hierarchy distinguishes between ~zo~zo- 
tnrric revisions, which are abstracted from fully overlapping decrement pairs and ~ZOH- 
ttmzototzic revisions, which are abstracted from partially overlapping decrement pairs. 
Monotonic revisions add information by adding a new constituent, attaching it as a 
modifier of an existing constituent. Non-monotonic revisions require that changes be 
made to the original draft when new material is added in. This can involve displacement 
and/or deletion of draft constituentc s). In non-monotonic revisions, an introductop re- 
vision breaks up the integrity of the base pattern in adding in new content. Subsequent 
restructuring revisions are then necessary to restore grammaticality. Monotonic revisions 
can be viewed as elaborations while non-monotonic revisions require true revision. Both 
monotonic and non-monotonic revisions arc also sometimes accompanied by side revi- 
sions. Orthogonal to restructuring revisions which affect grammaticality, side revisions 
make the revised pattern more concise, less ambiguous, or better in use of collocations. 
Motwtottic. revisions. We identified four main types of monotonic revisions: Adjoin. ” 
Append, Conjoin and Absorb. For example, Adjoin adds an adjunct D, under the 
base pattern head H as shown in the example of Fig. 10. As with most monotonic 
revision rules, Adjoin is a versatile rule that can be used to insert additional constituents 
of various syntactic categories at various syntactic ranks. 
The revision of Fig. 10 is an example of Adjoin of Frequency PP to Clause. In 
contrast, the example revision from sentence 5 to sentence 6 in Fig. 12 is an example 
of Adjoin of Classifier to NP: the classifier league worst is adjoined to the NP 
13th straight home defeat. 
Nott-tnmotonic revisiot~s. We identitied five main classes of non-monotonic revisions, 
each characterized by a different restructuring of the base content to accommodate the 
new constituent(s): Recast, Adjunctization, Nominalization, Demotion and 
Promotion. They change the base by displacing constituents, altering the argument 
structure and/or changing the lexical head. Non-monotonic revisions tend to be more 
specialized tools than monotonic revisions. For example, Adjunctization applies only 
to clausal base patterns headed by a support verb V,. Adjunctization introduces new 
” Presented and discussed in detail in I%. pp. 176-203 I. 
” Our Adjoin differs from the adjoin of tree-adjoining grammars (TAGS). Although. TAGS could implement 
some cases of monotonic revision rules. it could not directly implement any non-monotonic revisions. See 
146. pp. I5Y- 160 I for a detailed comparison between the two. 
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Base Structure Revised Structure 
Utah beat Dallas Utah beat Dallas for the third straight time 
Fig. 10. General structure of Adjoin rule with example phrase. 
Base Structure Revised Structure 
Barkley had 42 points Barkley tied a season-high with 42 points 
Fig. Il. General structure of Adjunctization rule with example phrase. 
content by replacing the support verb by a semantically full verb V’ with a new argu- 
ment D,. Deprived of its verbal support, one of the original support verb arguments, 
D,, migrates into adjunct position, as shown in the example of Fig. 11. 
As most non-monotonic rules are specialized in terms of base and added syntactic 
categories, they are further refined down the hierarchy in terms of the source and target 
grammatical functions of the constituent they displace. Revision from pattern RL to 
Ri in Fig. 8 is a case of Adjunctization of Range into Instrument. In contrast, 
the example sentences of Fig. 11 are a case of Adjunctization of Created into 
Instrument: 42 points filling the Created argument of the support verb to have in the 
base structure is moved to the instrument adjunct in the revised structure following 
the introduction of the new full verb to tie together with its Affected argument a 
season-high replacing the original Created argument as direct object. 
Side revisions. We identified six types of side revisions in the corpus: Reference 
Adjustment, Ellipsis, Argument Control, Ordering Adjustment, Scope Mark- 
ing and Lexical Adjustment. The revision of sentence 1 into sentence 2 in Fig. 13 
is an example of monotonic revision with Reference Adjustment. Following the 
introduction of a second reference to the losing team the Raptors, the initial reference 
is abridged to simply Toronto, to avoid the repetitive form: a IOZ 89 victory over the 
Toronto Raptors, handing the Toronto Raptors their seventh straight loss. See [46] for 
a presentation of the other types of side revisions. 
2.4. It~~plemet~t~~tion: the STREAK generatot 
The prototype system STREAK, which implements the new draft and revision model of 
language generation, demonstrates the operationality of both the new generation model 
and the revision rules acquired during the corpus analysis. While this paper focuses on 
the evaluation of same-domain robustness, the system architecture and implementation 
are discussed in more detail in [44,35], 
2.4. I. Ur~derlyit~g jimnulisrn: jutrc.tioml urr(jicutiorl ,~rurwwrs 
Implementation of STREAK builds on a pre-existing software environment dedicated 
to the development of language generation systems: the FUF/SURGE package [ 9, lo]. 
I-IJF ( functional unification formalism ) is a programming language based on functional 
unification [ 251. lx Both the input and the output of a FUF program are feature structures 
called functional descriptions ( FDs 1. The program itself, called a functional grammar 
(FG). is also a feature structure, but one which contains disjunctions and control anno- 
tations [ I I]. The output FD results from the unification of this FG with the input FD. 
The disjunctions in the FG make unification non-deterministic. 
STREAK is based on the generation model of‘ Fig. 7. As explained earlier, in quantita- 
tive domains, the content preselector I’) identities interesting data from tables of numbers 
and reformats them as a conceptual network suitable for linguistic generation. It is thus 
responsible for corlceptuul .surnrnuri,arion. The four other components (phrase planner, 
Icxicon. syntactic grammar and reviser) are responsible for lirzguistic .sumnzari~atior~. 
The current version of STREAK lotuses on this second summarization task and there- 
fort does not feature a content preselector. Instead, STREAK accepts conceptual networks 
as input: C 1 ) one such network representing the fixed facts to obligatorily include in 
the summary and ( 2) a stack of such networks, each one representing a floating fact 
to opportunistically include if it can be fit within the space limit (each element in the 
stack is optionally annotated by the name of a specific class of revision rules to use for 
incorporating this element to the draft). To test the implementation, a set of such input 
conceptual networks were hand-coded and those on the floating fact stack prioritized 
(also manually), with the most relevant ones on top. 
Each of STREAK'S four components consists of an interpreter and a declarative knowl- 
edge source for a total of eight modules. The FUF/SURGE package provided three out 
of four interpreters and most of one of the knowledge sources. The interpreters for 
the phrase planner, lexicalizer and syntactic grammar rely on the top-down recursive 
unification mechanism built-in in FUF. This mechanism is inherently monotonic. Since 
the reviser needs to apply the non-monotonic revision rules identified during the cor- 
pus analysis, we developed a different interpreter for the reviser. It relies on new FUF 
functions to cut and paste FDs while maintaining their semantic integrity. 
FUF comes as a package with SURGE, a syntactic grammar of English usable as a front 
end and portable across generation applications. The version of SURGE available before 
STREAK had wide coverage at the simple clause and determiner ranks but not at the 
Ix FlJF is Inlp~emented ill Common Lisp 
"' I.e.. the component sitting on top in FIF. 7 
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complex sentence and nominal ranks. Drawing both on a variety of non-computational 
descriptive linguistic works such as [ 411 and on the syntactic data compiled during the 
corpus analysis, we extended SURGE at these two ranks. At the complex sentence rank, 
the coverage of the resulting SURGE-2.0 version of the grammar goes far beyond the 
specific sports sublanguage needed for STREAK.~O 
These two extensions to the FUF/SURGE package (the revision rule interpreter and 
SURGE-2.0) were essentially preparatory work, paving the way for the core implemen- 
tation of STREAK. This core consisted of encoding the linguistic data compiled during 
the corpus analysis as three declarative knowledge sources: the phrase planning rule 
base, the lexicalization rule base and the revision rule base. Each rule base is encoded 
in an FG. An FG is a disjunction of conjunctions of features, with each feature value 
potentially recursively a disjunction of conjunctions of subfeatures. An FG can thus 
be viewed as an and/or-tree of options, where the common features shared by multiple 
rules are factored out at the top levels. One way to quantify the number of cases covered 
in an FG is to count the number of bottom-level and-subtrees that it contains. Each such 
subtree corresponds to a disjunction-free rule. There are about 1,510 such subtrees in 
the revision FG, 130 of them in the phrase planning FG, and 29,043,800 of them in the 
lexicalization FG. Those lexical rules cover the various senses and thematic usages of 
115 open-class words 21 in the domain sublanguage. In Section 4.1, we give a rough 
idea of the paraphrasing power captured in the system. We now present in more detail 
the implementation of the revision rules. 
2.3.2. Encoding and interpreting revision rules 
Revision rules are represented in an FG whose structure reflects their class hierarchy. 
A revision rule has three parts: 
l a class name which specifies its position in the revision rule hierarchy; 
l a left-hand side (LHS) which specifies when the rule applies; 
l a right-hand side (RHS) which specifies how to modify the draft when the rule is 
applied. 
Each revision cycle is divided into two stages: (1) the search for an applicable rule 
(using the LHS of the rule) below the class, specified in input, in the revision rule 
hierarchy, followed by (2) the application of the first found rule (using its RHS) . There 
are two basic principles for writing and interpreting these revision rules: 
(i) They apply locally to a given draft subconstituent. 
(ii) They only specify how to modify the subconstituent in order to incorporate 
the new phrase realizing the added floating fact, but do not specify neither the 
internal structure nor the words of this new phrase. 
These two principles maximize the genericity of the rules, allowing the same rule to be 
used for adding different phrases at different levels inside the draft. To enforce principle 
*” Since its development, SURGE-2.0 has been used as front end in other generation applications than STREAK, 
including automated documentation for the activity of telephone network planning engineers 128 1 and verbal 
descriptions of visual scenes [I). 
*’ These words include neither proper nouns and quantitative values which are passed from the input to the 
generator, nor function words which get added by SURGE (SURGE covers about 100 function words). 
( i ), the search for an applicable rule is performed by two cascaded loops. The outer 
loop consists of a top-down traversal of the draft structure. For each subconstituent in 
this structure, the inner control loop consists of the functional unification of the revision 
rule base with the current rule triggering cvorkspace, i.e., the triple: 
l new content to add; 
l content of the current draft constituent; 
l linguistic form of the current draft constituent. 
Since the rules are meant to be unified with such rule triggering workspaces, the LHS 
of each rule is an FD encoding a pattern of such triples. When the LHS of a rule unifies 
with the current draft, its RHS is then executed. 
This RHS consists of a list of re\dsion actions. These actions are applied in linear 
order and their scope is the rule application workspace, i.e., an FD encoding a quintuple: 
l new content to add; 
l content of the whole draft before the application of the rule; 
l linguistic form of the whole draft before the application of the rule: 
l content of the whole draft qfter the application of the rule (which, after the appli- 
cation of all revision actions in the list, is necessarily the union of the new content 
to add and the original content of the whole draft before the application of the 
rule) : 
l linguistic fonn of the whole draft ufter the application of the rule. 
There are four types of revision actions: 
l add-FD inserts a new FD under a given path” in the rule application workspace: 
l del-FD deletes the sub-FD under a given path in the rule application workspace; 
l cp-FD copies the sub-FD under a given path in the rule application workspace as 
the value under another path in the rule application workspace; 
l map-FD extracts the sub-FD under a given path in the rule application workspace, 
locally calls, either the phrase planner or the lexicalizer, on this sub-FD, and then 
inserts the resulting output under another path in the rule application workspace. 
This last action type enforces principle C ii ): the internal content organization and word- 
ing of this new phrase are not determined by the reviser but instead by the phrase 
planner and the lexicalizer which are locally called from a map-FD. 
For example, the adjunctization rule shown in Fig. 11 for revising Burkley had 
32 poitlts into Barkley tied a seasot high M’ith 42 points includes the following revision 
actions: 
l (del-fd {process)) deleting the verb to harle from the draft; 
l (cp-fd (partic created) {circum instrument)) 
displacing the NP 42 points from the created role to the instrument adjunct; 
l (map-fd {record-update type) Cprocess)) 
adding the verb to tie to the draft: 
l (map-fd {record-update duration) {partic affected classifier)) 
adding the noun .yeaSofr to the draft; 
22 FDs are structured representations. The value of each feature can be either atomic or recursively an 
embedded FD. A path is a list of features leading to a particular sub-l3 through embedding. 
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l (map-fd {record-update direction) Cpartic affected head)) 
adding the noun high to the draft; 
l (add-fd ((definite no) > {partic affected)) 
adding the article c1 to the draft. 
Following principle (i), the paths in the actions above are local to the draft subcon- 
stituent for which the rule was triggered. A key task of the rule interpreter is thus to 
translate the local paths of the rule triggering workspace, into the corresponding global 
paths of the rule application workspace. 
In terms of control strategy, STREAK always applies the first revision rule down the 
revision rule hierarchy whose LHS unifies with the rule triggering workspace of the 
current constituent during the top-down draft traversal. Therefore: 
l If several rules of the class specified in input can apply to the same draft constituent, 
the first one is always picked (when no particular class is specified in input, the 
rule hierarchy is traversed from the top). 
l If a given rule could apply to several constituents of the current draft, it is always 
applied to the highest level constituent. 
If there is no rule for incorporating the next most relevant floating fact in any draft 
constituent, this fact is simply ignored, the floating fact stack is popped and a new 
revision cycle is initiated. After each revision cycle, the linguistic form of the resulting 
draft is examined. The revision process halts either when the draft reaches the maximum 
sentence complexity observed in the corpus (46 words or 10 levels of syntactic depth) 
or when the stack of floating facts is empty, whichever comes first. 
The example run of Fig. 13 illustrates the paraphrasing power of STREAK'S revision 
rules. Different revisions of the same draft incorporate the same floating fact (in bold) 
in different ways. These paraphrases are produced by applying either different revision 
rules on the same draft subconstituent (in small caps) as in sentences (ii.Z), (ii.3)) or 
the same revision rule onto different draft subconstituents as in sentences (ii.3)) (ii.4) 
and (iiS), (ii.6). 
2.4.3. Two example runs 
The example run of Fig. 12 illustrates how STREAK incrementally generates a complex 
sentence summarizing a basketball game. It first produces an initial draft conveying only 
the minimal information about a game: location, main individual statistic, date and game 
result (including final score). At each following step, a complementary fact (in bold) is 
added by applying a different revision rule to the draft. To concisely accommodate the 
new information, some draft words (in italics) get deleted, while others (underlined) 
are displaced or transformed. 
3. A quantitative evaluation of the new model 
Although a potentially vast field in its own right, evaluation remains to date an almost 
completely untouched area of generation research. This paucity of evaluation efforts in 
language generation is rooted in the extremely challenging nature of the task. Evaluating 
the quality of writing-even human writing-is an age-old thorny issue. While humans 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
( 1’ 1 
(vi) 
Initial draft (basic sentence pattern): 
“Dallas. TX - Charles Barkley scored 42 points Sunday as the Phoenix Suns 
defeated the Dallas Mavericks 123 97.” 
Adjunctization of Created into Instrument: 
“Dallas. TX - Charles Barkley tied a season high with 42 points Sunday as the 
Phoenix Suns defeated the Dallas Mavericks 123 97.” 
Coordinative Conjoin of Clause: 
“Dallas. TX - Charles Barkley tied a season high with 42 points and Danny Ainge 
added 21 Sunday as the Phoenix Suns defeated the Dallas Mavericks 123 97.” 
Absorb of Clause in Clause as Result with Agent Control: 
“Dallas, TX - Charles Barkley tied a season high with 42 points and Danny Ainge 
came off the bench to add 21 Sunday as the Phoenix Suns defeated the Dallas 
Mavericks 123 97.” 
Nominalization with Ordinal Adjoin: 
“Dallas. TX - Charles Barkley tied a season high with 42 points and Danny Ainge 
came off the bench to add 31 Sunday as the Phoenix Suns handed the Dallas 
Mavericks their 13th straight home defeat 123 97.” 
Adjoin of Classifier to NP: 
“Dallas, TX - Charles Barkley tied a season high with 42 points and Danny Ainge 
came off the bench to add 21 Sunday as the Phoenix Suns handed the Dallas 
Mavericks their league worst 13th straight home defeat I23 97.” 
Fig. 17. Complex mlence gencralion through incrcmenld reviaionb in STREAK. 
routinely make judgments about the quality 01‘ the prose they read, these judgments are 
highly subjective since they rely on a vast array of implicit and goal-dependent criteria 
and draw upon many vague and intuitive notions. 
The difficulties in evaluation arc illustrated by two different cases in the tield. Eval- 
uation of the output of machine translation systems is done using a panel of human 
judges 1541. Judges are given the input source language sentence and the correspond- 
ing translated sentence in the target language: they give the translation numeric scores 
along several dimensions such as accuracy (can it be interpreted to mean the same as 
the input?) and fluency (is the choice of words and sentence structure in the target 
language good?). While clearly a subjective evaluation (e.g., judges often disagree on 
the scores), it is nonetheless possible given some restrictions on the task: the content of 
the output is very clearly determined by the input source sentence and scoring evaluates 
only the form of the language generated. 
Contrast this with the task of generating responses as part of an interactive interface 
(e.g.. [ 13,55 3 ). Here the content of the response and even the wording [ 341, is de- 
termined in part by characteristics of the current user and by the situation in which 
information was requested (cg., previous discourse). Determining the quality of the 
response requires determining how well it meets the user’s needs. Proposed evaluations 
] 181 often center around time to task completion, where the user is given a task that 
requires use of the system to solve. Such evaluations are problematic because the ease 
with which a user can request information also affects the result. As in the case of ma- 
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(i) Initial draft (basic sentence pattern) :
“Orlando, FL - Shaquille O’Neal scored 37 points Friday night powering the 
Orlando Magic to a 101 89 victory over the Toronto Raptors.” 
(ii) DifSerent revised rafts: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
Clause Coordinative Conjoin with Reference Abridging: 
“Orlando, FL - Shaquille O’Neal scored 37 points Friday night POWERING 
THE OFUANDOMAGICTO A 101 89 VICTORYOVERTORONTO andhand- 
ing the Raptors their seventh straight loss.” 
Adjoin of Non-Finite Clause to Top NP with Reference 
Abridging: 
“Orlando, FL - Shaquille O’Neal scored 37 points Friday night powering the 
Orlando Magic to A 101 89 VICTORY OVER TORONTO sending the Raptors 
to their seventh straight loss.” 
Adjoin of Relative Clause to Top NP with Reference Abridging: 
“Orlando, FL - Shaquille O’Neal scored 37 points Friday night powering the 
Orlando Magic to A 101 89 VICTORY OVER TORONTO that extended the 
Raptors’ losing streak to seven games.” 
Adjoin of Relative Clause in Embedded NP: 
“Orlando, FL - Shaquille O’Neal scored 37 points Friday night powering the 
Orlando Magic to a 101 89 victory over THE TORONTO RAPTORS who lost 
for the seventh consecutive time.” 
Appositive Conjoin to Top NP with Reference Abridging: 
“Orlando, FL - Shaquille O’Neal scored 37 points Friday night powering the 
OrlandoMagicto A 101 89 VICTORY OVERTORONTO, the Raptors' seventh 
straight defeat.” 
Appositive Conjoin to Embedded NP: 
“Orlando, FL - Shaquille O’Neal scored 37 points Friday night powering the 
Orlando Magic to a 101 89 victory over THE TORONTO RAPTORS, losers of 
seven in a row.” 
Fig. 13. Revision-based paraphrasing power in STREAK. 
chine translation evaluations, they do not allow the assessment of the respective effects 
of the interpretation and generation components. 
Evaluating news summaries falls somewhere between these two extremes. It does not 
involve the difficulties of judging the “goodness” of the text in relation to different 
intended readers, since summaries are produced for a general audience. On the other 
hand, unlike machine translation, the content of the response is not clearly defined by the 
input (statistics plus historical background), since there are many different ways a single 
statistic can be related to past events. There may be many different good summaries, 
and judging whether a given summary contains all the information it should in a concise 
way is not an easy task. 
We have overcome these problems by using human generated text corpora as model 
output, allowing for an objective evaluation. As noted in the introduction, we use the 
corpus as a standard, measuring how close the techniques we developed come to pro- 
ducing the summaries found in the corpus. In fact, the first notable evaluation work in 
generation [ 261 was possible because of the existence of a corpus of input (stock market 
statistics) paired with target output (newspaper articles summarizing the input data). 
The other notable empirical evaluation in generation concerned definitions of biological 
concepts generated from a large terminological knowledge base [ 291. As in the case of 
machine translation, this evaluation relied on a panel of human judges assigning grades 
(From A to F) to sample definitions, some being generated by the evaluated system and 
others by human domain experts (the judges did not know that some definitions were 
computer generated). 
In this section, we define the goals and approach taken in our evaluation as well as the 
corpora used. In contrast with previously mentioned evaluations above which measured 
the accuracy of a particular implementation. we present two experiments which measure 
the robustrless of the new general generation model that we proposed in the first part of 
this paper. We decompose robustness into: 
l Coverage, how much of a given domain’s total sublanguage is covered by the 
encoded knowledge structures’? 
l E.ytensibili&. how many more such knowledge structures would be needed to cover 
the whole sublanguage? 
3. I. Evaluutiorl goals und approach 
We have chosen to evaluate the robustrless of the generator as opposed to the ac- 
cutacT of the texts that it produces. in part because robustness is a crucial feature for 
any knowledge-based system and in part to avoid the inherent subjectivity in judg- 
ing how accurate a given summary is. Our approach is to take each summary in the 
corpus and ask whether it would be possible for the system to generate the sum- 
mary. Since STREAK has a high degree of paraphrasing power, it is capable of pro- 
ducing many different summaries for a single input. Given a single input, it may or 
may not generate the same summary that exists in the corpus. However, it may still 
be capable of generating that summary if allowed to produce enough paraphrases. 
We measure that capability indirectly by examining whether the knowledge struc- 
tures encoded in the system match the given summary. These two features of the 
evaluation, robustness and knowledge structures, are essential. For example, a gener- 
ator using canned text can produce texts that perfectly mimic the corresponding texts 
generated by human writers for a small sample of input data. However, such a sys- 
tem will break down when presented with input data outside of that small sample. 
In contrast, a generator which relies on abstract, compositional knowledge structures 
should be robust enough to produce satisfactory texts from input data outside the ini- 
tial set of data that was used to acquire those structures. The question is, how ro- 
bust? 
We evaluate our new generation model (as opposed to the particular implementation 
of this model in the STREAK prototype) as well as the new type of knowledge structures 
required by this model (as opposed to the output of the prototype system which relies 
on those structures to generate summaries). The evaluation indirectly measures the 
robustness of system output: if no knowledge structures exist to produce a given corpus 
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summary, then STREAK will not be able to generate it. In Section 5, we discuss what 
would be required to extend the evaluation to system output. 
Our method of evaluation is: 
l quantitative (as opposed to merely qualitative) ; 
l based on corpus data (as opposed to based on human judges) ; 
l comparative (measuring our approach against previous ones) ; 
l semi-automatic (as opposed to purely manual). 
We adapt the traditional training/test corpus scheme for quantitative evaluations based 
on empirical data. Considering the initial season of basketball reports on which the initial 
corpus analysis was performed as “the training corpus”, we then use the two following 
years of basketball reports as “the test corpora”. However, the initial corpus did not 
literally serve as input data for “training” as in a fully automatic learning system, 
but rather as analysis data for semi-automatically acquiring knowledge structures for 
generation. In what follows, we therefore refer to the initial corpus as the “acquisition” 
corpus rather than as the “training” corpus. 
Using this approach, we present two distinct evaluation efforts. The first defines 
a set of parameters assessing the coverage of the entire target sublanguage by the 
knowledge structures obtained by analyzing a one-year sample of the sublanguage. This 
first evaluation is comparative. Different parameters are used for measuring the impact 
on coverage of relying on the different knowledge structures needed by a two-pass 
generator such as STREAK and a one-pass generator such as ANA or SEhlTEx. 
The second evaluation defines a set of similar parameters, but this time measuring 
the extensibility of the two approaches. It is also comparative. The coverage parameters 
answer the question: with the knowledge structures acquired by analyzing a given one- 
year sample of the sublanguage, how many sentences from a different one-year sample 
can a system generate? In contrast, the extensibility parameters answer the question: 
how many new knowledge structures would a generator need in order to also fully cover 
a different one-year sample? 
Obtaining the evaluation parameters for each evaluation required repeating-for each 
test corpora-most of the corpus analysis steps performed on the acquisition corpus. 
This task was partially automated by approximating the source and target realization 
patterns of each revision rule by a regular expression of words and part-of-speech 
tags. All the test corpus sentences matching a given expression were then automatically 
retrieved using CREP. Finally, filtering out the incorrect matches resulting from imperfect 
approximations was done by manual post-editing. 
3.2. Test corpora and knowledge structures 
Our evaluation quantitatively compares coverage and extensibility of the revision- 
based model to the one-pass model within the same domain. For each of these two 
aspects of robustness, we perform two rounds of measurements, each round with a 
different pair of acquisition/test corpora. Performing two rounds provides us not only 
with single values for each evaluation parameter, but also with a first glimpse at its 
variation as the analyzed sample of the whole domain sublanguage grows in size. This 
variation can suggest whether or not knowledge acquired from successive years of 
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reporting quickly converges toward the full knowledge necessary to cover the whole 
domain sublanguage. 
For the first round of evaluation, the acquisitiotr corpus consisted of about 190 sen- 
tences from the 300 original basketball report lead sentences whose analysis yielded 
STREAK'S revision rules. Recall from Section 2.3 that these 300 sentences were leads 
from the 1990-l 991 basketball season satisfying the two following semantic restric- 
tions: ” 
l They contained no historical facts other than records and streaks. 
l They contained no non-historical facts other than end of the game statistics. 
The 190 sentences selected for the evaluation satisfied the additional constraint of con- 
taining at least one historical fact. The rest corpus for the first round of robustness 
evaluation consisted of about 130 lead sentences for the 1991-1992 basketball season, 
satisfying the same semantic restrictions. For the second round of evaluation the test 
corpus consisted of about 240 lead sentences for the subsequent 1992-1993 basket- 
ball season also with the same restricted semantics. In order to make the evaluation 
incremental, the acquisition corpus for the second round consisted of all the sentences 
previously analyzed, accumulating horh those from the original acquisition corpus and 
those from the first round test corpus. 
For each round, four types of knowledge structures were sought out. classified and 
counted: 
. 
l 
. 
individual concepts (e.g.. winning streak extension); 
combinations of concepts which recurrently cluster inside specific constituents 
across corpus sentences (e.g., (game-result, winning streak extension) ap- 
peared in the second clause of the sentence): ” 
realization patterns for these combinations (e.g., the pattern Ri for the (game- 
result, winning streak extension) combination given in Fig. 8); 
revision rules to build complex realization patterns from basic ones (e.g., the 
Adjunctization of Range into Instrument rule to add a winning streak onto 
a basic pattern Ri) (in Fig. 8) realizing the singleton (game result) and yielding 
the pattern R,?, (in the same figure) 1. 
The first three types of knowledge structures above concern both the traditional one-pass 
generation model and our new revision model. The last one, however, is specific to the 
revision model. 
Finally. note that the yardstick for measuring the robustness of the revision model 
is the appearance of new revision rules and not of revision actions. Those actions 
of addition, deletion, copying and mapping of conceptual and linguistic substructures 
constitute the universal building blocks for describing any revision rule: all the new 
revision rules observed during our evaluation were decomposable in terms of those four 
actions. In terms of implementation, this means that while increasing coverage or moving 
to a new domain may require extending the revision rule base, it will not require any 
modification of the revision rule interpreter. 
23 As explained in Section 2.3. these particular restrictions were chosen because they characterize the most 
semantically representative sentences among all leads. 
24 Independently of whether it is linked to the first clause through coordination or subordination. 
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3.3. Evaluating coverage 
Coverage parameters. We define several parameters measuring the coverage attainable 
by each of the two generation models we compare, based on a partitioning of the 
test corpus. Considering the knowledge structures relevant to the one-pass model and 
acquired on the acquisition corpus, the test corpus can be partitioned into: 
(i) the set C, of sentences containing a new concept not seen in the acquisition 
corpus (C, stands for “concept unknown”); 
(ii) the set G, of sentences combining concepts individually seen but never clus- 
tered *’ together in the acquisition corpus (G, stands for “grouping unknown”) ; 
(iii) the set P, of sentences containing a new realization pattern for the realization 
of a concept combination already seen in the acquisition corpus (P, stands for 
“pattern unknown”) ; 
(iv) the set pk of sentences containing only realization patterns already seen in the 
acquisition corpus (Pk stands for “pattern known”). 
In the two-pass model, complex concept combinations and realization patterns are incre- 
mentally built by applying revision rules to single concepts and their realization patterns. 
Therefore, what becomes relevant for a concept combination is no longer whether it is 
new or known, but rather whether is it derivable from a known basic combination via 
known revision rules. Thus, the set G, of test corpus sentences combining concepts indi- 
vidually seen but never clustered together in the acquisition corpus can be subpartitioned 
into: 
(i) the subset Gi of sentences whose new concept clusters can be derived from 
basic concept clusters seen in the acquisition corpus using revision rule(s) also 
seen in the acquisition corpus; 
(ii) the subset Gz of sentences whose new concept clusters cannot be derived from 
any basic concept cluster seen in the acquisition corpus using any revision rule 
seen in the acquisition corpus. 
Similarly, the set P, of test corpus sentences using a new realization pattern for realizing 
a known concept clusters can be subpartitioned into: 
(i) the subset P,” of sentences whose new realization patterns can be derived from 
a basic realization pattern seen in the acquisition corpus using revision rule(s) 
also seen in the acquisition corpus; 
(ii) the subset P,” of sentences whose new realization patterns cannot be derived 
from any basic realization pattern seen in the acquisition corpus using any 
revision rules seen in the acquisition corpus. 
The resulting partition of the test corpus is shown in Fig. 14. For each round of 
evaluation, this partition was obtained through the following stages: 
(i) For each realization pattern known from the acquisition corpus, write an approx- 
imation of the pattern as a CREP regular expression of words and part-of-speech 
tags. 
(ii) Validate the resulting expressions by refining them until they yield perfect 
matches on the acquisition corpus. 
25 1 e ., recurrently grouped inside the sane syntactic constituents across corpus reports 
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(‘ ,, = wntences with new concepts 
sentences whose new cluster is sentences whose new cluster 
ok = derivable from a known basic cluster G u = requires a new basic cluster 
” using known revision rules ” or new revision rules 
sentences whose new pattern is 
pi = derivable from a known basic pattern 
sentences whose new pattern 
using known revision rules 
pi = requires a new basic pattern 
or new revision rules 
P - k - sentences with only known realization patterns 
known concepts 
sentences with new 
u = realization pattern for 
known concept cluster 
Fig. 14. Partition of the test corpus for coverage evaluation. 
( iii) Run them on the test corpus, to split it into: ( I ) a match file P’Y of all sentences 
retrieved by any of these expressions and (2) the complement no-match file F,,. 
(iv) Since the appearance of new words may create a few false positives and false 
negatives, even on expressions prevalidated on the acquisition corpus, manually 
post-edit FV into Pk and F,, into P, U G, UC,. 
(v) Extend the classification of concepts, clustered concept combinations, realization 
patterns and revision rules to (manually) partition F, into P,“, P,“. Gi, Gi and 
CL, 
Each parameter measures the coverage of a generator that relies on knowledge struc- 
tures acquired from a one-year sample of the domain sublanguage. We first define 
realization coverage, which evaluates the generation process as a whole. However, in 
order to identify the coverage bottlenecks within this process, we also define three 
other mutually orthogonal parameters, conceptuuf coverage, clustering coverage and 
paraphrasing coverage, each of them independently evaluating a different generation 
subtask. All four parameters are computed in terms of algebraic equations involving 
the cardinalities of the various subsets in the test corpus partition shown in Fig. 14. 
Except for conceptual coverage, which evaluates domain knowledge representation and 
which is thus independent of the generation model, each parameter has distinct defini- 
tions for the two models that this evaluation compares: the traditional one-pass model 
and our new two-pass revision-based model. x In what follows, we present, for each 
parameter, both the generation subtask that it evaluates and the formulas for its compu- 
tation. 
Conceptual coverage concerns itself with individual concepts only. It measures cover- 
age for the content determination subtask. It is independent of the generation model and 
is defined as the complement of the proportion of test corpus sentences which cannot be 
generated with the knowledge structures from the acquisition corpus due to the presence 
of new concepts. The formula for its computation is thus: 
x Although the formulas for computing this set of parameters may differ for the two generation models, the 
set itself is based on universal generation subtasks (content determination. sentence organization and linguistic 
realization) independently of how they are carried out in a specific model. The parameters are thus relevant 
for any generation model. 
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Clustering coverage concerns itself with concept combinations only. It measures cov- 
erage of the sentence organization subtask. It is defined as the complement of the 
proportion of test corpus sentences that cannot be generated with the knowledge struc- 
tures from the acquisition corpus due to the presence of a new recurrent combination 
of known concepts across corpus sentences. For the one-pass model, the formula for its 
computation is thus simply: 
However, for the revision-based model the formula becomes: 
lPkl + /puI + IG$l 
lpkl + If’,\ + l&l 
The difference between the two is those unknown concept combinations derivable from 
known basic ones using known revision rules (i.e., Gi at the numerator). Clearly, the 
revision-based model will cover more of these cases in the corpus. Note that in both 
cases, the corpus sentences containing new concepts (i.e., C,) are excluded, insuring 
that clustering coverage is defined independently from conceptual coverage. 
Paruphrasing coverage concerns itself with realization patterns only. It measures 
the coverage of the linguistic realization subtask. It is defined as the complement of 
the proportion of test corpus sentences that cannot be generated with the knowledge 
structures from the acquisition corpus due to the presence of a new linguistic form for 
expressing a known concept combination. For the one-pass model the formula for its 
computation is thus simply: 
lpkl 
lpk( + (Pu[ ’ 
However, for the revision-based model the formula becomes: 
The difference between the two is those unknown realization patterns derivable from 
known basic ones using known revision rules (i.e., P,” at the numerator). Note that in 
both cases, the corpus sentences containing new concept combinations (i.e., G, U C,) 
are excluded, insuring that paraphrasing coverage is defined independently from both 
clustering and conceptual coverage. 
Realizcztion coverage concerns all knowledge structures. It measures the overall cov- 
erage of the whole generation process. It is defined as the complement of the proportion 
of test corpus sentences that cannot be generated with the knowledge structures from 
the acquisition corpus whatever the cause. For the traditional model the formula for its 
computation is thus simply: 
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Table I 
Proportion of test corpus hentcnces covered by known rule\ 
Conceptual Clustering Paraphrasing Realization 
one-pass revision one-pass revision one-pass revision 
Round I 93.5% 15.5% 95.5% 61.1% 87.58 43.2% 78.8% 
Round ? 97.5% 6R.?8 97.49 50.0~ 82.8% 33.29 79.7% 
Varirttion t4.09 -7.3p/r + I .99 m-1 .1% -4.7% -lO.OYC f0.9S 
Average 95.5% 71 X% 96.4% 55.5% 85.1% 38.2% 79.2% 
Probability N/A I).000 I 0.0004 10-h 
IphI + Ie,l + IGI + iC,,/ 
However. for the revision-based model the formula becomes: 
The difference between the two is those unknown knowledge structures which are deriv- 
able from known basic ones using known revision rules (whether concept combinations, 
i.e.. Gf, or realization patterns, i.e., P,:). Note that since this parameter measures the 
o~vrall coverage, IW test corpus sentence is excluded from its computation. Thus in the 
two formulas above, the denominator is the total number of sentences in the test corpus 
(while the numerator counts those generable using only acquisition corpus knowledge 
structures). 
Coverage results. The results of the coverage evaluation are summarized in Table 1. 
The first two rows contain the values of each coverage parameter. for both the one- 
pass and revision-based generation models and both evaluation rounds. The third row 
indicates the fluctuation of these values from the first to second round and the fourth 
row their average values over hoth rounds. Finally, the last row indicates the statistical 
significance of the difference between the average values for each generation model. It 
was computed using either Fisher’s exact test or Pearson’s ,$ test [ IS] depending on 
the size of the corpus sample for each parameter. ” It estimates the probability that the 
gain from the one-pass to the revision model for this parameter is a random artifact of 
our corpus sampling.” The most important values of the table are boldfaced. 
The first important result is for the one-pass generation model. Note the 38.2% value 
for the average of the realization coverage parameter over both rounds of evaluation. This 
result means that, on the average, the concepts, their clustered combinations and their 
linguistic realization patterns abstracted from the lead sentences over a one-year sample 
of the domain sublanguage allow coverage of little more than a third of the sentences 
observed the following year. The second important result is the negative - 10% variation 
for this same parameter (from 43.2% for the first round down to 33.2% for the second). 
?’ Fiuher’s exact test yields more accurate estimateh but becomes too computationally expensive for contin- 
gency tables comparing over 200 instances. 
2X This last row does not apply to the first column since the two models do not differ with respect to conceptual 
coverage. 
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This means that the sparseness of the sublanguage sample captured by these knowledge 
structures is still high even after two years of cumulative sampling. 29 
What makes the coverage of the one-pass model so low? The 95.5% average for 
conceptual coverage, with a positive variation of +4% (from 93.5% after a year up 
to 97.5% after two) shows that it certainly is not the appearance of new concepts. 
The domain ontology can be almost fully captured from a one-year corpus. In contrast, 
the 71.8% and 55.5% averages for clustering and paraphrasing coverage-both with 
negative variations-indicate that one bottleneck is the appearance of new clusters of 
known concepts inside sentence constituents and another is the appearance of new, 
alternative linguistic forms for known clusters of known concepts. 
The revision-based approach, where new combinations and new realization patterns 
can be derived from simpler ones by applying known revision rules, suppresses both 
bottlenecks. It allows, on the average, a jump to: 
l 96.4% for cluster coverage, a 24.6% improvement from the one-pass model. 
l 85.1% for paraphrasing coverage, a 29.6% improvement from the one-pass model. 
With the removal of these bottlenecks, the overall realization coverage jumps to 79.2%, 
a dramatic 41% improvement from the one-pass model. Thus, the basic concept combi- 
nations, realization patterns and revision rules acquired from one year can account for 
almost 4/5 of the next year’s sample. 
For each parameter, the result of the Fisher or x2 test (in the last row of the table) 
indicates that those impressive coverage gains of the revision model are statistically 
significant beyond any reasonable doubt (since the estimated probability of those gains 
being an artifact of random sampling are well below the 5% threshold generally used 
to define statistical significance). 
Moreover, the variation for realization coverage is positive, even if only modestly so 
at 0.9%. We can thus conjecture that after a single year of analysis, enough of the total 
sublanguage may have been captured to have already reached the point where coverage 
starts to monotonically grow each year from the effect of cumulative sampling. 
Our initial intuition that the more compositional revision-based approach would im- 
prove robustness, is thus clearly confirmed by the results of the quantitative evaluation 
of coverage. 
3.4. Evaluating extensibility 
Extensibility parameters. Just as for coverage, we measure extensibility using four 
parameters. Each extensibility parameter thus corresponds to a coverage parameter. The 
difference between the two is a token/type distinction. Coverage parameters measure 
the proportion of the test corpus sentences generable using the knowledge structures 
abstracted from the acquisition corpus. In contrast, extensibility parameters measure the 
proportion of new knowledge structures themselves. Computing these parameters thus 
involves partitioning the set of knowledge structures needed by each generation model 
and for each generation subtask in order to cover 100% of the test corpus into: 
29 Recall that the second evaluation round tested a single year sample with respect to known linguistic 
structures acquired from a two-year sample. 
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l those already known from the acquisition corpus; 
l those new to the test corpus. 
Conceptual extensibility concerns itself only with individual concepts. It measures 
extensibility for the content determination subtask. It is independent of the generation 
model and simply defined as the proportion of new concepts in the test corpus: 
/new concepts] 
/all concepts] 
Clustering extensibility concerns itself only with concept combinations. It measures 
extensibility of the sentence orgartization subtask. For the one-pass model it is thus 
simply defined as: 
lnew clusters of known concepts) 
Jall clusters of known concepts/ 
For the revision model, however, since new clusters can potentially be derived from 
basic ones using known revision rules. the definition becomes: 
/new revision rules/ 
/all revision rules1 + jail basic clusters(’ 
Paraphrasing extensibility concerns itself only with realization patterns and measures 
extensibility of the linguistic realization subtask. For the one-pass model. it is thus 
simply defined as: 
lnew realization patterns for known concept clusters) 
/all realization patterns for known concept clusters) ’ 
For the revision model however, since new realization patterns can potentially be derived 
from basic ones using known revision rules, the definition becomes: 
lnew basic realization patterns/ + /new revision rules/ 
/all basic realization patterns/ + la11 revision rules/ . 
Realization extensibility concerns ~~11 the knowledge structures and measures the over- 
all extensibility of the whole generation process. For the one-pass model, it is thus 
defined as: 
/new concepts1 + (new clusters) + /new realization patterns1 
Iall concepts/ + jall clusters + /all realization patterns1 
For the revision model however, since new clusters and realization patterns can poten- 
tially be derived from basic ones using known revision rules, the definition becomes: 
/new concepts1 + [new basic clustersj + /new basic patterns1 +(new revision rules/ 
/all concepts/ + la11 basic clusters) + (all basic patterns1 +Jall revision rules) 
Extensibility results. The results of the extensibility evaluation are summarized in 
Table 2. They further confirm the superior robustness of the revision model. A switch 
from the one-pass model to the revision model has the same two effects on extensibility 
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Table 2 
Proportion of new rules required to maintain full coverage 
Conceptual Clustering 
one-pass revision 
Paraphrasing 
one-pass revision 
Realization 
one-pass revision 
Round 1 
Round 2 
Variation 
Average 
Probability 
14.2% 37.1% 25.0% 53.3% 44.0% 39.8% 34.0% 
4.8% 48.3% 9.1% 67.7% 39.5% 54.5% 31.2% 
-9.4% +11.2% -16.0% i- 14.4% -4.5% + 14.7% -2.8% 
9.5% 42.7% 17.0% 60.5% 41.7% 47.2% 32.6% 
N/A 0.0515 0.0063 0.0057 
as noted for coverage: a significant improvement of the average score and a sign change 
of the variation. Since it measures the proportion of additional knowledge structures 
to be encoded to maintain full coverage, the lower the value of the extensibility pa- 
rameters the more easily scalable the model (and consequently a negative delta means 
improvement). 3o The gains of the revision model for all three extensibility parameters 
are statistically significant (comfortably for realization and paraphrasing extensibilities, 
though just at the 5% threshold for clustering). 
The gain in average realization extensibility obtained with the revision model is 
14.6%, from 47.2% down to 32.6%. Though less spectacular than the corresponding 
gain in coverage, this is a sizeable improvement. It means that by switching from the 
one-pass model to the revision model, maintaining full coverage requires extending the 
knowledge of the system by only about l/3 instead of by about l/2. Another interesting 
point to note is the negative variation, from which we can conjecture, as in the case of 
coverage, that the revision model may monotonically improve each year starting from 
the very first sample. 3’ 
In terms of finer-grained extensibilities, note the very low score of both conceptual 
extensibility (4.8%) and clustering extensibility (9.1%) after two rounds with the revi- 
sion model, the latter constituting an impressive 39.2% gain over the one-pass model. 
With the one-pass approach, both sentence organization and linguistic realization are 
extensibility bottlenecks. The revision approach essentially removes the first one. This is 
a key improvement because near perfect coverage is much less needed for the linguistic 
realization task than it is for the sentence planning task. For example, one can imagine 
cases where satisfying discourse constraints such as focus shift rules [ 3 1 ] reduces the set 
of available sentence planning options to a very few (maybe only a single one). These 
particular options must thus be covered to generate a coherent text, making near perfect 
clustering coverage a necessity. In contrast, although some variety of linguistic forms is 
needed for each sentence plan in order to avoid repetitions betraying the artificial nature 
of the generated text, 100% coverage of the forms used by human writers is more of 
a luxury. In practical applications, coverage and knowledge acquisition are traded-off 
and our experience with developing generators in six different domains suggests that 
near exhaustive coverage of linguistic forms for each given sentence plan is almost 
3(1 In that sense, while those parameters might have been better coined “inertia to extensibility”, we call them 
simply “extensibility” for the sake of consistent terminology with previous publications [46]. 
31 In the case at hand a negative variation is an improvement since it means less knowledge acquisition 
overhead every year. 
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never cost effective. j1 This is empirically confirmed by the contrast between the 85.1% 
paraphrasing coverage and the 41.7% paraphrasing extensibility of the revision model. 
This data means that reaching lOO%l average coverage of the alternative linguistic forms 
for each sentence plan from an already excellent 85.1% comes at the cost of encoding 
41.7% additional linguistic forms. 
4. Related work 
Previous work in two areas of natural language generation are relevant to the research 
presented in this paper: summarization of quantitative data and evaluation. 
4. I. Previous suninia~ generators 
Prior to STREAK, six main systems generated natural language reports to summarize 
quantitative data: ANA [T&27], SEMTEX [49], FOG [3,40], GOSSIP [4], LFS [22j 
and SAGE [ 501. 
Other generation systems that produced reports are not directly relevant to our work, 
because the reports are not specifically summaries and because they worked in qualitative 
domains ( e.g., Danlos’ generator [ 6 1, PAULINE [ 191, Kalita’s system [ 241, 'TEXPLAN 
1301). While there are systems that attempt to summarize textual input such as newswire 
articles by selecting representative sentences in the text (e.g., [ 421). they are not directly 
relevant because they involve no generation. 
The field of summary report generation was pioneered by Kukich. Her system, ANA 
[ 261, summarizes the daily fluctuations of several stock market indexes from half-hourly 
updates of their values. ANA'S architecture follows the traditional text generation model 
given in Fig. 6. For linguistic realization, ANA relies on two key knowledge sources: ( 1) 
a phrasal lexicon that defines direct mappings from input facts to hand-coded predicate 
clause patterns and subject nominal patterns and (2 1 a set of rules defining how phrasal 
entries can be combined to form multiple clause sentences that fluently combine several 
facts, The entries of ANA'S lexicon comprise up to eight words and each output sentence 
is built by assembling two or three such phrasal entries. Another system based on the 
architecture of Fig. 6 and relying on a phrasal lexicon is SEMTEX [49]. It produces 
reports summarizing German labor market statistics. 
Three important summary report generation systems have been built in recent years 
by the same research team distributed in three sites: Odyssey Research Associates, 
University of Montreal and Cogentex. The lirst of these systems is FOG [ 31. It produces 
daily local marine weather bulletins, in both English and French, from meteorological 
measurements. As opposed to most otherT3 generation systems which are research 
prototypes. FOG is a finished product in everyday use at weather centers in Eastern 
Canada. In terms of linguistic summarization, FOG relies on the telegraphic style peculiar 
” Regardless of the underlying generation model. 
” In fact, probably all others except PLANDOC 128 1 
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to weather forecasts instead of relying on the clause combining journalistic style typical 
of newswires. 
The second of these systems is GOSSIP [ 41 which summarizes the activity of computer 
users from the audit trail produced by the operating system. It is intended to assist 
the system administrator in detecting system usage that is suspicious from a security 
standpoint. The latest system in this line of work is LFS, which has been, like SEMTEX, 
implemented for the domain of labor market statistics. It produces summaries of similar 
content and style to those generated by SEMTEX, though in English and French instead 
of German. 
These three systems, FOG, GOSSIP and LFS, all use meaning-text theory (MTT) [ 361 
as an underlying linguistic model. MTT is a lexicalist, stratificational, declarative and 
generation-oriented linguistic theory whose key feature is a word-based lexicon called 
the Encyclopedic Combinatorial Dictionary (ECD) whose rich format is an integral part 
of the theory. These systems are thus based on a pipeline architecture similar to that 
shown in Fig. 6, except that the ECD replaces the phrasal lexicon. 
Finally, the SAGE system [ 501 generates a combination of text and charts summarizing 
the current status of a large engineering project; these summaries help managers quickly 
respond to unforeseen difficulties or missed deadlines and keep the project on track. This 
system suggests the great potential of summary report generation for office-automation 
applications. However, while focusing on the issue of coordinating textual and graphical 
media, SAGE relies on ad-hoc techniques for text generation (cf. [ 50, p. 2161) . 
An important difference between previous summary report generation systems and 
STREAK is that they perform two tasks that are not implemented in the current version of 
the STREAK prototype: conceptual summarization and combination of multiple sentences 
in a paragraph. These tasks are the responsibility of the content selector and the discourse 
planner, both common to the two general models shown in Fig. 6. STREAK focuses on 
content realization and phrase level content planning to bring about several significant 
improvements over previous systems with respect to these two tasks. In particular, 
STREAK: 
l scales up better; 
l encodes more paraphrasing power; 
l reports facts in their historical context; 
l generates more complex sentences; 
l profitably trades off informativeness and conciseness against readability. 
Each of these points is elaborated in the following paragraphs. 
Scalability. Among previous summary report generators, ANA generates the most 
complex and fluent sentences. It achieves fluency for fairly complex sentences by relying 
on a phrasal lexicon. The entries in this lexicon are phrases, comprising up to 8 words, 
simultaneously realizing several facts in an idiomatic way. To illustrate how this approach 
would generate STREAK'S domain sublanguage, consider the final draft in the first 
example run of STREAK, given in Fig. 12: 
Dallas, 7’X - Charles Barkley tied a season high with 42 points and Danny Ainge 
came off the bench to add 21 Friday night as the Phoenix Suns handed the Dallas 
Mavericks their league worst 13th defeat in a row at home 123-97. 
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Using a phrasal lexicon like ANA'S, such a sentence could be macrocoded from only 6 
stored phrasal entries. In contrast, STREAK microcodes this sentence from 31 different 
entries made of individual words or collocations. 
The advantage of the macrocoded approach is that it circumvents the identification 
of the complex constraints that influence the generation of these phrases. Its drawback 
is that scaling up the paraphrasing power is prohibitively costly, since it requires the 
hand-coding of a combinatorially explosive number of phrases. For example, suppose 
that a word-based lexicon contains an average of 10 synonyms per concept. With only 
3 10 entries, such a lexicon could generate lo-” paraphrases of the sentence above. 34 
Attaining such paraphrasing power with a phrasal lexicon similar to that of ANA would 
require hand-coding 10 3’/6 = 146.780 entries. The evaluation presented in Sections 3.3 
and 3.4 quantified in detail the improvement in both coverage and extensibility that can 
be obtained by switching to a draft and revision microcoded model. 
This scalability problem of ANA also applies to SEMTEX since it also relies on 
a phrasal lexicon. It does not, however, apply to generators based on the meaning- 
text theory since they microcode their sentences from a word-based lexicon. With this 
approach, the main problem is not scalability but rather sentence complexity as we 
explain below. 
Paraphrasing power. The extensive set of revision rules implemented in STREAK 
combined with the wide coverage of its syntactic grammar endows STREAK with high 
syntactic paraphrasing power. This power was illustrated in Fig. 13. Among previous 
systems, only ANA focused on paraphrasing power. STREAK improves over ANA in 
this respect in two different ways. First, it covers syntactic constructions not covered 
in ANA, such as infinitive clauses. relative clauses, appositions and nominalizations 
(cf. [ 26, p. 1371). Second, and more importantly, it is able to convey the same fact 
at a variety of linguistic ranks. including below the clause rank. For example, the 
same fact expressed by a clause in Ainge came off the bench to score 21 points can 
be alternatively conveyed by a single word in Reserve Ainge scored 21 points. Such 
alternative paraphrases cannot be generated by a macrocoded generator, where sentence 
subjects and sentence predicates are hard-wired in the lexicon and realize mutually 
exclusive classes of facts. This limitation thus applies to both ANA and SEMTEX. 
The meaning-text theory provides a comprehensive framework for handling paraphras- 
ing. However, it seems that the high paraphrasing potential of the MIT has not yet been 
fully exploited in the various implementations of the theory. Since there is only one 
realization pattern per concept combination in the target meteorological sublanguage of 
FOG (cf. [40, pp. 14-16]), no paraphrasing power is implemented for that system. 
The paraphrasing power implemented in GOSSIP and LFS relies on lexical functions, 
but is limited to alternatives necessary to avoid repetitions within the same multi-clause 
sentences (cf. [4, p. 10211 ). 
Ifistoricul context. Another dramatic improvement of STREAK compared with previous 
summary generation systems is that it systematically provides the historical background 
74 Ignoring the fact that some of these choices may be interdependent, which would somewhat reduce this 
total number. 
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of the new events it relates. The reports generated by STREAK thus not only summarize 
a basketball game but also contextualize it. With the exception of ANA, previous systems 
summarized their input statistics out of context. ANA does handle a very restricted class 
of historical information: all-time highs and lows. ANA detects such extrema by having 
the all-time high and low values of each index encoded in its content determination 
rules. Since every time a record is broken, these values need to be updated by hand 
in the rules where they are used, this treatment of historical information is ad-hoc. It 
could not be extended to the variety of records and streaks conveyed in the summaries 
generated by STREAK. 
The empirical evidence from our corpus of newswire reports emphasizes the impor- 
tance of historical information: 65% of the lead sentences we analyzed justified the 
relevance of at least one fact by putting it in its historical context. The upper bound 
for the realization coverage of generators unable to convey such information is thus 
35%. We empirically verified the critical nature of historical facts in both the sports 
and the financial domains. In particular, we show in [46, pp. 121-1391 that a majority 
of the linguistic forms specifically used to convey such information in the sports do- 
main are used in stock market reports as well. Although we have not quantified their 
prevalence in other domains, the particular classes of historical information on which 
we have focused, records and streaks, are likely to be central in most other quantitative 
domains. 
Sentence complexity. STREAK generates more complex sentences than any other gen- 
eration system. They are more complex in that they convey more propositions, are 
syntactically deeper and contain more words as quantified in Fig. 5. They are also much 
more concise: while the most complex sentences generated by STREAK are about a third 
longer than the most complex ones generated by ANA, they convey three times as many 
facts. 
As explained in Section 21.4, it is the draft and revision approach of STREAK that 
allows it to pack so many facts in such complex sentence structures. Planning and 
realizing the same sentences using the one-pass approach of previous summary report 
generators would be very problematic. This is especially true for systems based on the 
meaning-text theory (MIT), which are microcoded and lexically driven. The complex 
sentences of newswire articles contain too many words to be assembled in one pass, 
and, their top-level structure relating several clauses is devoid of lexical constraints that 
drive sentence building in these systems. 
Trading ofs conflicting oals. The most important originality of STREAK'S architecture 
is that it allows the final decision of whether to include a complementary fact in the report 
to be made opportunistically, under linguistic form constraints. It makes possible explicit 
trade-offs between the three inherently conflicting goals of summarization: ( 1) maximize 
information, (2) minimize space and (3) maximize readability. Such explicit trade-offs 
in turn allow generating sentences up to the maximum complexity limit empirically 
observed in model reports written by professional writers. A system based on the 
traditional pipeline generation model (shown in Fig. 6) where all the facts to convey are 
decided before any of them is linguistically realized cannot make that kind of decision. 
This is the case for all previous summary generators. 
1.2. Pre\ious er-aluation eJb-ts in generatim 
Previous work in evaluation methods for language generation is very scarce, especially 
quantitative ones. The reasons for this scarcity were discussed in Section 3. In most cases, 
C I 1 different approaches are compared only qualitatively on a few well-chosen examples 
and (2) the output of the system is considered satisfactory when it produces grammatical 
sentences that are judged semantically accurate (for the restricted sublanguage of the 
application). Issues such as coverage and extensibility are discussed only qualitatively 
and very briefly if at all. 
The two notable exceptions to this general trend are the dissertations of Kukich [ 26] 
and Lester 1291. Like ours, Kukich’s evaluation is corpus based and concerns natural 
language summaries of on-line statistics. She defines and estimates several quantitative 
parameters which compare the knowledge structures abstracted during a single round 
of corpus analysis with the knowledge structures actually implemented in the genera- 
tor ANA. Thus, these parameters quantitatively measure the coverage of orze particular 
irrrplemerztatiorl with respect to orir sample of the target sublanguage. This is in sharp 
contrast with the coverage evaluation presented in this paper, which evaluates a gener- 
ation model (the revision-based microcoded approach) and estimates the influence of 
sublanguage sample size on knowledge acquisition independently of implementation. 
The problem with evaluating the coverage of one particular implementation is that the 
resulting measures depend on the amount of implementation effort and thus tell little 
about the scalability and flexibility of the underlying generation model itself. For ex- 
ample. an extensive hand-encoding effort of phrasal entries can dramatically improve 
the coverage of a generator relying on a phrasal lexicon. But with this model, such an 
effort would have to be largely redone when scaling up the system. In contrast. our 
comparative evaluation of the revision-based model versus the traditional model tells 
us how much scalability is gained by changing frameworks. Kukich also discusses the 
same-domain extensibility of the one-pass macrocoded generation model that she pro- 
poses. However, this discussion remains only qualitative. In contrast, we carried out a 
quarrtitative evaluation of these two properties for the revision-based microcoded model 
that we advocate. 
The KNIGHT system [ 291 has also been empirically evaluated. KNIGHT generates 
natural language concept defnitions from a large knowledge base. Given a concept to 
define. it circumscribes a relevant subnetwork around this concept in the knowledge 
base, organizes the elements of this network into a text plan and then translates each 
element in the text plan into an English sentence using the FUF/SURGE package. Unlike 
ours and Kukich’s, Lester’s evaluation is based on a panel of human judges. The judges 
rated 120 sample definitions by assigning grades (from A to F) for ( 1) their semantic 
accuracy and (2) their writing quality. The judges did not know that half the definitions 
were computer generated while the other half were written by human domain experts. 
The results of this experiment are impressive. especially with respect to accuracy, where 
the computer generated definitions rank only slightly below the human generated ones. 
on average. Moreover, the respectable size of both the evaluated output sample and the 
input knowledge base demonstrate the wide coverage of the system. However, extensi- 
bility is not evaluated and, like Kukich’s, this experiment only evaluates a particular 
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implementation as opposed to a generation model. Therefore, it remains unclear whether 
KNIGHT'S wide coverage was facilitated by some property of the underlying generation 
model on which is it based, or simply results from extensive rule hand-coding. Finally, 
it should be noted that human judges in the KNIGHT experiment were asked to judge 
writing quality, 35 a subjective decision. This contrasts with our approach of using a 
quantitative, objective comparison with corpora, involving no human judgment calls. 
However, in many situations, a corpus of target texts does not exist. In such cases, the 
use of human judges is an alternative that can be used. 
5. Limitations and future work 
5. I. Limitations of the implementation 
The current implementation does not include a facility for global backtracking over 
several revision cycles. At each cycle, STREAK applies the first applicable rule it finds 
and moves on to the next cycle. It is therefore not guaranteed to include the maximum 
number of floating facts possible within a given draft. Suppose that STREAK does not 
pick the rule resulting in the most concise form among the rules applicable at cycle 
N. Suppose also that at cycle N + M only a single rule is applicable but would result 
in a revised draft beyond the complexity limit. It is conceivable that had an alternative 
revision rule resulting in a more concise form been applied at cycle N, the complexity 
threshold would not have been reached at cycle N + M, and this last fact could have 
been included. A global backtracking facility would insure maximum informativeness 
of the resulting report, though it would also be computationally expensive. 
Currently, STREAK accepts as input two sets of conceptual networks representing 
the fixed facts to convey obligatorily and the floating facts to convey opportunistically. 
Transforming STREAK from a research prototype into a complete generator which sum- 
marizes and contextualizes basketball games directly from raw quantitative data, requires 
implementing the content preselector, one of the two missing components in the model 
proposed in Fig. 7. The input to this component would be a box-score containing the 
final statistics of the game. In addition, the content preselector would also have access to 
a historical database about basketball, compiled from the box-scores of previous games. 
This component would perform conceptual summarization, complementing the finguistic 
summarization already implemented in the current version. 
This conceptual summarization task involves: 
(i) Reading the input table, creating an entry for each statistic. 
(ii) Querying the database for related historical statistics. 
(iii) Reformatting each statistic in the symbolic form that the phrase planner and 
reviser need as input. 
(iv) Discriminating between fixed and floating facts. 
35 Their instructions included decisions about whether “the information is well organized” and whether “good 
prose is used” without any further specification of what was meant by “well organized” or “good prose”. 
t v) Computing the relevance grade of each foating statistic in the input table and 
each historical fact related to it. 
Since we have designed the conceptual network input to STREAK as a direct. symbolic 
representation of the statistics found in box-scores, steps (i)-( iii) above are relatively 
straightforward. In contrast. the last two involve encoding domain expertise and would 
require some analysis of current reports to determine factors that impact relevance. 
5.2. .&tending tile revisiotl model to multi-srrlterice generatiotl 
Currently. S'I‘ICEAK summariXs its input data hy a single complex sentence. It gener- 
atcs the type of lead sentence observed in the corpus of human-written newswire reports. 
We made such sentences the initial focus of our work because they themselves summa- 
rizc the rest of the reports. The most intriguing research direction to follow within our 
new revision-based framework is to generate whole newswire reports made of multiple 
sentences. Extending STREAK to carry out such a task would require implementing the 
the discourse planner, other missin g component in the generation model of Fig. 7. 
In itself. the implementation of such a discourse planner should not pose any fun- 
damental difficulty. Since with our new generation model, the discourse planner needs 
to handle only the organization of jixed facts-@aring facts being handled by the 
reviser-the standard technique of textual schemas [ 311 would be very appropriate. 
The limitation of this technique is precisely its difficulty in coping withjoatitzg facts. 
Instcad, the difficulty of moving from sentence generation to multi-sentential text gen- 
eration with a draft and revision approach lies in how this change affects the task of the 
reviser. It raises a set of new, interesting issues. 
Adequately revising a multi-sentential draft would involve identifying and encoding 
discum’r~e constraints on the maximum sentence complexity allowed for other sentential 
slots in the report structure. Even though it would allow for maximal conciseness, the 
strategy of generating a report consisting exclusively of very complex sentences would 
be stylistically inappropriate. In human-written summaries, complex sentences alternate 
with simpler ones (probably to avoid taxing the reader’s concentration excessively). 
When they conflict. what is the best trade-off between informativeness and stylistic 
appropriateness’? 
Though we have not verified it in the corpus. it seems possible that in a multi- 
sentential setting some obligatory facts are also floating (i.e., they are found in every 
corpus report but in different sentential slots in different reports). Would these facts be 
best handled by the reviser or by the discourse planner? 
It may also be the case that some sentential slots in the report structure have no fixed 
facts associated with them. What should constitute the anchor point for initiating the 
use of such sentential slots-empty in the first draft-to convey a floating fact? 
5.3. Further evaluations 
The two evaluations presented in this paper focused on same-domain robustness 
evaluating both the new generation model and the new linguistic knowledge structures 
on which the STREAK system is based. We also carried out a third evaluation (presented 
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in [ 471) assessing the cross-domain portability of key knowledge structures in our new 
model: the revision rules. The results show that at least 56 out of the 8.5 branches (66%) 
in the class hierarchy of revision rules that we abstracted from the basketball corpus are 
also used in stock market reports. 
These three evaluations only indirectly evaluated the implementation itself. If revision 
rules are missing and do not allow coverage of example summaries in the test corpora, 
clearly the implemented system would also not be able to provide a similar summary. 
However, there are other factors which could prevent generation of a summary. These 
include missing lexical entries or problems with unexpected rule interactions. In order 
to test coverage of the implemented system, however, we need an easier method to 
automatically generate test input to the system and to examine all possible outputs. 
STREAK encodes a high degree of paraphrasing power, some of which is not explicitly 
controlled but rather randomly generated. While we can generate paraphrases by succes- 
sively providing the same input to STREAK, we still cannot be sure that we have seen all 
possible outputs. We need a method to automatically generate all possible outputs for a 
single input. The current implementation does not include a facility for systematic auto- 
matic backtracking, for either the reviser or for the overall generation system. During a 
given revision cycle, STREAK always applies the first applicable rule it finds and moves 
on to the next cycle. A useful extension of the implementation would be to develop 
facilities to backtrack over the whole generation process (encompassing both the draft 
and revision passes) from a given pair (Fixed facts, Stack of floating facts). This would 
allow exhaustive demonstration and testing of the overall paraphrasing power encoded 
in the system. 
Testing of STREAK is also made difficult by the fact that semantic input must be 
hand-encoded from a box-score for a given game. Currently, STREAK accepts as input 
two sets of conceptual networks representing the fixed facts to convey obligatorily and 
the floating facts to convey opportunistically. This makes development of an input test 
set tedious, Large scale evaluation of the system would be eased once the content 
preselector is developed, making STREAK a complete generation system going all the 
way from the raw statistics to the natural language text summarizing and contextualizing 
them. The availability of such a module in STREAK would allow us to carry out an 
ambitious systematic evaluation of the overall implemented system by running it on the 
box-scores of the new games played everyday. 
The same empirical evaluation methodology based on acquisition vs. test corpora 
presented in this paper at the abstract level of knowledge structures could be adapted to 
the more detailed level of actual system runs. For example, it would be interesting to 
systematically compare, over a, whole season of new reports, the output that the system 
produces for each game with the corresponding reports produced by human writers. 
6. Conclusion 
Our research resulted in a prototype for summarization of quantitative data, STREAK, 
which meets the challenges identified in our initial analysis of corpus data. STREAK 
generates complex sentences (in fact longer and more complex than previous language 
generators) which concisely convey information by opportunistically conveying many 
facts as short modifiers of other facts. By using a revision-based model, STREAK is 
able to include floating facts in its summary, using constraints from a draft text to 
determine where optional, additional facts can fit. Unlike other generators, this means 
that STREAK uses constraints from the form of the text to determine where, as well as 
if, to convey certain types of content. Furthermore, it is precisely because of the ability 
to generate floating facts that STREAK is able to include historical background as part of 
a summary; since historical facts occur in almost two-thirds of the corpus sentences, this 
ability dramatically increases the potential coverage of the revision rules. Because of the 
compositional nature of the revision rules as well as its word-based lexicon, STREAK 
exhibits a high degree of scalable paraphrasing power. 
All aspects of STEAK are empirically based. Our research stems from a corpus 
analysis which revealed that summaries have certain distinctive characteristics. This in 
turn motivated the design of a new model for generation based on revision. A detailed 
analysis. including semantic knowledge, of a subset of the corpus was used to acquire 
the actual revision rules. Finally, additional test corpora and similar analyses allowed 
for an objective, quantitative evaluation of the revision-based approach. 
Use of corpora for evaluation allowed us to avoid subjective, human judgments about 
the quality of generated text which arc often problematic. Instead, the corpora allowed 
us to measure how well our approach covers the summaries generated by professional 
writers. Our work provides a methodology for corpus-based evaluation in generation. 
It is the tirst to provide a quantitative comparison of the robustness of a generation 
model against previous approaches. While previous work has evaluated system output 
against a corpus [ 261 or through rating by human judges [ 291, this tells us little about 
whether the approach should be adopted in future work. If most of the effort in system 
development was spent on hand-encoding full phrases in the lexicon, to achieve quality 
output, this effort would have to be repeated when moving to a new application. More 
general insights can be obtained by evaluating, as we did, how the ape of knowledge 
structures used by a generator influences the effort required to both scale it up and move 
to new domains. 
We carried out two evaluations. which measured coverage of the text corpora, and 
robustness of the knowledge structures. These evaluations show that the revision-based 
approach covers significantly more of the structures found in the corpus than the tradi- 
tional one-pass generation model, and requires fewer extensions in knowledge structures. 
Coverage increased from about one-third of the corpus to almost four-fifths when moving 
from the one-pass generation model to a revision-based approach. 
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